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9780796312280 Dawid en Goliat (Klassieke Bybelverhale) Afrikaans FOU Lux Verbi Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

6009707410567
ŉ Pragtige storie vir klein handjies - Board 

Book
Afrikaans ECD Elmarie Wessels Igloo Books

Hommelby is looking for flowers in the garden. Read 

who he meets along the way in this beautiful story.

6009707410574 Die geel kar - Board Book Afrikaans FOU Elmarie Wessels Igloo Books

Yellow Car is going on an adventure, BEEP-BEEP! Come 

along for the ride, as she meets all her friends o n the 

way to the beach. With a touch-and-feel cover that is 

perfect for little hands, this is a story to be shared again 

and again. 

9781920162634 Syfers - 1 2 3 - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Roger Priddy Priddy Books

The puzzles and games in this animal science book will 

help children learn, practice their writing, draw, count, 

and more. The special pen that is included allows 

children to do the work over and over again - just wipe 

clean with a cloth.

9781920629489 Woorde - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Holly Jackman Priddy Books

This book contains clear images and scrolls easily. It's 

the perfect first book, full of words, for your clever 

baby.

9781920629472 Diere - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Holly Jackman Priddy Books

This book contains clear images and scrolls easily. It's 

the perfect first book, full of words, for your clever 

baby.



9781920247546 My voorskoolse plakkersoek boek Afrikaans ECD
Hermione Edwards and 

Holly Russel
Priddy Books

Great book for children with hints of fun pictures, 

simple puzzles and pictures to color, this book will 

stimulate and boost their creativity.

9781920629564 Die skilpadbesie se plan Afrikaans ECD Julia Donaldson Macmillan 

Look for the glittering turtle biscuit on every page!

Two carved villains, one small turtle biscuit, and a farm 

yard full of fun!

Long Len and Round Jaap make plans to steal the Boer's 

sprout. But they do not mind the quietest, smallest 

animal on the farm - she has a plan of her own.

9781770104372 Oliver se omlyning Afrikaans FOU Alan Glass Macmillan Children's Books

Like many children and grown ups, Oliver has to look at 

his fears and anxiety. He believes that all his problems 

will disappear if he can only find his omliction. With his 

parents' encouragement, Oliver is going to discover 

himself on a journey, just to realize that his omliven was 

there all the time. In order to see this, he has to learn to 

see his strengths, live in the present and believe in 

himself.

9781920629243 Eerste 100 diere - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Roger Priddy Priddy Books

This board book is ideal for your toddler. Light the 

flappies and help your child discover more than 100 

animals in a fun way.

9781920629267 Eerste 100 syfers - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Roger Priddy Priddy Books

This board book is ideal for your toddler. Light the 

flappies and help your child discover more than 100 

animals and objects while learning numbers in a fun 

way.

9781920247508 My groot boek oor diere - Board Book Afrikaans ECD Roger Priddy Priddy Books

With words to get to know and to look at pictures, this 

book will help to improve every child's vocabulary in 

Afrikaans. At the same time, they will also learn more 

about animals.



9780799358827 Die leeu wat skaam was Afrikaans FOU
Tiziana and John Bendall-

Brunello 
LAPA Publishers

Little lion is very shy. He can not roar. All that comes out 

when he tries is: "Piep!" His brothers and sisters laugh 

at him. "You do not have to PIEP, you have to BRUL!" 

But then Little Lion meets Mouse. Will Mouse help him 

to roar like the other lions? A story about self-

confidence.

9780799358797 Die tier wat kwaad was Afrikaans FOU Rachel Elliot LAPA Publishers

Tiger takes the forestry very seriously. He is dirty 

because the other animals do not practice hard enough. 

When the races started, Rhinoceros was fast behind. 

Will Tiger handle his mood and help his best friend? A 

story about being angry.

9780799358803 Die sebra wat hartseer was Afrikaans FOU Rachel Elliot LAPA Publishers

Zebra is very sad and alone when his best mate, Giraffe, 

goes away. Zebra's friends try different things to look 

after him. Will they help Zebra feel better? A story 

about sadness.

9780799358810 Die olifant wat bang was Afrikaans FOU Rachel Elliot LAPA Publishers

Elephant can not find his mother, and suddenly the 

forest becomes a terrifying place full of spooky sounds 

and dark shapes. But then he meets a lost leopard. How 

are the two scared friends going home? A story about 

being scared.

9780799358780 Die seekoei wat gelukking was Afrikaans FOU Rachel Elliot LAPA Publishers

Hippopotamus is bored, so her mom gives her a lot of 

work to do. She has a busy day in the woods and she 

meets a lot of new friends. Will Hippopotamus be happy 

when she returns home? A story about being happy.

9780799388657 Katjie leer om te luister Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.



9780799388664 Hondjie leer goeie maniere Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9780799388640 Hamster leer om te help Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9780799388619 Eekhoring is hartseer Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9780799388633 Beer leer om te deel Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.



9780799388602 Skaap is bang Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9780799388626 Seekoei is gelukking Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9780799388596 Krokodil is kwaad Afrikaans ECD Rosie Greening LAPA Publishers

This cute set of books is designed to teach children 

more about emotions and social skills. Each story 

focuses on and explores a particular emotion or social 

skill. The stories are written in simple, easy-to-

understand language, and the beautiful illustrations will 

captivate children while entertaining. At the back of 

each book are questions about the story. It gives adults 

the opportunity to discuss the issues that are touched in 

each book and to build on the theme.

9781869194079 Hoenderdief, Die Afrikaans ECD Beatrice Rodriguez Protea Boekhuis

This wordless picture book offers a new and 

entertaining look at the famous fox and chicken 

story. Jackal steals a chicken and the hungry friends 

of the chicken - a bear, rabbit and rooster - chase 

them immediately. They travel in a hurry through a 

forest, over a mountain, the sea, day and night. 

When they finally arrive at the fox's home, an 

unexpected face greets them.

9781920679699 Toeter die poliemotor Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Toeter, the police car got an important assignment. 

Will he be able to do it? Press the button to change 

the storyline in great fun.



9781920679705 Loekie Leeu Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Loekie Lion's roar kept awake all the jungle animals! 

When will he become tired? Press the button to 

change the storyline in great fun.

9781920679743 Ronnie die rooi vliegtuig Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Ronnie, the red plane is ready to take its passengers 

to Sunshine Island. Will he arrive on the island on 

time? Touch the button to change the story time in 

great fun.

9781920679729 Kallie die groen trekker Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Kallie the green tractor, work hard on the farm. He 

talks to some cute animals. Press the button to 

change the storyline in great fun.

9781920679675 Klara die koei Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Klara is a friendly cow. Who will help her on the 

farm today? Press the button to change the 

storyline in great fun.

9781920679736 Gemmer die kat Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Gemmer wants to catch the red ball, but it bounces 

everywhere. Who will help her to get the ball? Press the 

button to change the storyline in great fun.

9781920679682 Stampie dinosourus Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Stampie Dinosaur tries to walk softly, but his legs stamp 

wherever he goes. Press the button to change the 

storyline in great fun.

9781920679712 Snuffels op die plaas Afrikaans ECD Phambili

Snuffels is visiting the farm. He is talking to many of his 

friends. Press the button to change the storyline in great 

fun.



9781920679620 Stories vir 2 jariges Afrikaans ECD Melanie Joyce Phambili

The most beautiful stories for children.  The series, 

Stories for 1 - 6 Years, is a sweet collection of stories. 

These original stories, with the dearest characters, are 

explained simply and rhythmically and the length of the 

stories is adjusted so that each year of education can 

easily follow the stories.  The beautiful illustrations give 

life to the everyday events depicted in the book.

9781920679637 Stories vir 3 jariges Afrikaans ECD Stephanie Moss Phambili

The most beautiful stories for children.  The series, 

Stories for 1 - 6 Years, is a sweet collection of stories. 

These original stories, with the dearest characters, are 

explained simply and rhythmically and the length of the 

stories is adjusted so that each year of education can 

easily follow the stories.  

9781920679613 Stories vir 1 jariges Afrikaans ECD Melanie Joyce Phambili

The most beautiful stories for children.  The series, 

Stories for 1 - 6 Years, is a sweet collection of stories. 

These original stories, with the dearest characters, are 

explained simply and rhythmically and the length of the 

stories is adjusted so that each year of education can 

easily follow the stories.  

9780799374124 Speeltydstories Afrikaans ECD Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

There are many things to explore in this fun book of 

playtime stories! Small fingers can follow the 

fingerprints, feel the textures and lift the flaps. The five 

rhyming stories make this book the perfect starting 

point for a world of reading pleasure. This beautifully 

illustrated interactive book is suitable for children aged 

6-18 months.

9780521636186 Twee Babas Afrikaans ECD Bill Gillham Cambridge University Press
Cambridge Reading Routes is a reading programme for 

the first seven years of schooling in South Africa.

9780521636025 Seun-vis Afrikaans ECD Fred Vonani Bila Cambridge University Press
Cambridge Reading Routes is a reading programme for 

the first seven years of schooling in South Africa.

1874974128 Snuffie en die brand Afrikaans ECD Dick Bruna Garamond Uitgewers

Snuffie is a little brown puppy who smells smoke and 

summons the fire brigade. A happy story with very 

simple text alongside clear pictures on a single colour 

background.



9789056472801 Lees saam met Miffy Afrikaans ECD Dick Bruna Mercis Publishing

The little white rabbit takes a look at various common 

objects such as houses, school, foods, wild animals and 

sea creatures, the desert, a playground, a game reserve 

and the Arctic. No story, just cheerful picture and word 

recognition.

9780798163187 Wegkruipertjie diere Afrikaans ECD Sarah Davis & Dawn Sirett Human & Rousseau

Play I-spy and learn lots of animal words!  Hunt through 

the pages for hidden animals, from the small and 

common to the huge and exotic! Solve the riddles, spot 

the surprises, try the activities at the back of the book, 

and don’t forget Hoppity Frog – he’s hiding in every 

scene!  There are more than 300 animals to find and 

amazing detailed scenes to search! 

9780799370577
Siembamba: Immergroen rympies vir 

kinders
Afrikaans ECD Wendy Maartens Lapa Uitgewers

This magnificent, beautifully illustrated collection of 

classic African rhymes promises hours of fun for young 

and old!  Siembamba: Evergreen rhymes for children is 

definitely a must-have book for every Afrikaans family's 

bookshelf.

9780799372694 Wilde, woeste woud Afrikaans ECD Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Come and play in the woods and discover all the friendly 

animals in this exciting pop-up story! Find out who 

crawls into the waterhole, watch the monkeys swing 

around the branches, and fly with Parrot between the 

trees.

9781920389796 Sirkuskonsert in diereland Afrikaans FOU Heleen Oosthuizen Phambili

King Lion and all the animals in the forest hold a 

circus concert. Everyone used their talents to make 

the concert a success with music, tunes and even a 

mud bath ... Yes, Granny is excited as she talks to 

her grandchildren abroad. In her e-mails, 

grandmother transforms everyday news into fun 

stories - which rhyme! Grandmother tells of 

grandfather's dreams about all the joys and 

splendid spirits. 

9781920389826 Rencha en die Tandmuis Afrikaans FOU Heleen Oosthuizen Phambili

Left shoe? Right shoe? The Tooth Fairy forgot in which 

shoe he has to leave his money for a white tooth. But 

Tooth Fairy makes a plan ...Yes, Granny is excited as she 

talks to her grandchildren abroad. In her e-mails, 

grandmother transforms everyday news into fun stories - 

which rhyme! Grandmother tells of grandfather's 

dreams about all the joys and splendid spirits. The 

people and animals in these wonderful indigenous 

stories are portrayed colorfully and the outstanding 

illustrations



9781920389819 Oemfie word Oemf Afrikaans FOU Heleen Oosthuizen Phambili

The baboon tricks almost causes the feast to be 

cancelled on Boslaagte…Yes, Granny is excited as she 

talks to her grandchildren abroad. In her e-mails, 

grandmother transforms everyday news into fun stories - 

which rhyme! Grandmother tells of grandfather's 

dreams about all the joys and splendid spirits. The 

people and animals in these wonderful indigenous 

stories are portrayed colorfully and the outstanding 

illustrations

9781920389789 Oupa word 'n sjokolade Afrikaans FOU Heleen Oosthuizen Phambili

A chocolate in a shiny piece of paper goes to England 

and sings 'Happy Birthday!' - but oh gosh…Yes, Granny is 

excited as she talks to her grandchildren abroad. In her 

e-mails, grandmother transforms everyday news into 

fun stories - which rhyme! Grandmother tells of 

grandfather's dreams about all the joys and splendid 

spirits. 

9781770098633 Beeste moet huis toe, Die Afrikaans FOU

Reviva Schermbrucker, 

Lynne Lomofsky & André 

Laubscher

Jacana

Will you believe there is a farm in the center of Cape 

Town? Ducks, geese, pigs, sheep and cattle live in 

André's farm, just a short distance from the city centre.

9780796310651 Lofkleuter nog bybelstories en liedjies Afrikaans FOU Jan de Wet Lux Verbi.BM

Children can sit and listen to the CD while looking at the 

illustrations. Every Bible story has a prayer and a 

Christian life value.

9781770098411 Klingel-klingel in my sak Afrikaans FOU Catherine Groenewald Jacana

Thandi needs new shoes and she knows it will cost her 

grandmother a lot of money. Together, they make a 

plan to get the money - with a little help from Nosipho, 

her doll, and Pepi, her pet dog.

9780143538745 Anansi help 'n vriend Afrikaans FOU Ladybird

The animals do not want to play with Anansi's children. 

Find out what happens when Anansi helps his friend 

Snake.



9781928446026 Boeta is kwaad Afrikaans FOU Marie Tibi Fantasi

In Mooihoekbos the gleam of an angry bear shines: 

Boeta's little sister Santie accidentally tore his favorite 

book. Boeta is really very, very angry! And he decides to 

get her back ...

9781928446057 Boeta skrik groot Afrikaans FOU Marie Tibi Fantasi

Boeta wants to join his parents who are visiting in the 

forest. But it gets dark and he cannot find the way. 

Come help, buddies! Boeta got lost! The little bat has a 

plan! Next time, Boeta will be more careful, he 

promises!

9781928446040 Nuwe Maatjie, Die Afrikaans FOU Marie Tibi Fantasi

The long summer holiday is over. The children are very 

excited to go back to school, especially because there is 

a new classmate! But he is naughty, pulls the terrible 

faces and taunts the young kids …

9781928446033 Lang vakansie, Die Afrikaans FOU Marie Tibi Fantasi

The school has closed and the holiday has finally 

arrived. Everybody looks forward to going away for the 

holidays. Boeta is the only one who looks sad because 

he has to stay behind. What will he do if all his friends 

are gone?

9780798155373 Verhale uit die Aribiese nagte Afrikaans FOU Graham Percy Human & Rousseau
For 6 year olds and older. Wicked adventures, flying 

people and horses, tower lights, heroes and heroines

9780624041337 Eenmaal lank gelede Afrikaans FOU Niki Daly Tafelberg

There is something worrying Sarie at school. Every time 

her teacher says, “Children, take out your reading 

books,” Sarie feels sick. The letters in the book all run 

together, tripping her up so that she stumbles and 

falters, and the girls in the back always make fun of her. 

Only Sarie’s old friend, Auntie Anna, seems to 

understand that letters and words can be difficult things 

to grasp. And it is Auntie Anna, with the help of a book 

from her own daughter’s childhood, who makes a 

unique Sunday ritual out of giving Sarie the help she 

needs, until the letters that were once her adversaries 

begin to seem friendly – just in time for Sarie to prove 

herself to the laughing girls at school. 



9781432305000 Net soos vernaand Afrikaans FOU Amber Stewart Random House Struik

Bollie is a little baby bear. Sometimes when it is bed 

time, he is a little afraid he's going to have nightmares 

but Dad always knows just how to calm him down. He 

has a wonderful story of beautiful memories to tell 

Bollie. This charming story celebrates the joy of 

parenting and the special relationship between father 

and child.

9781432304935 Dapper klein mol Afrikaans FOU Amber Stewart Random House Struik

Minka is a small mole. She loves to discover new things, 

she's crazy about adventure ... except when it comes to 

food. Minka wants to eat nothing but berries! In this fun 

story, Minka's Mom and Dad find a way to have her eat 

new food and discover new tastes. Because she is the 

bravest mole...

9781432304959 Flippers se groot tree Afrikaans ECD Amber Stewart Random House Struik

Flippers are a small duck. He can not wait to go to 

school. But on the first day of school, he suddenly is no 

longer so sure. Because schooling is a very big step! In 

this charming story, Flippers' reservations change to joy 

with Mum who packs enough love and snacks into his 

school bag to carry him through the day.

9780798172226 Kan 'n apie waterski? Afrikaans FOU Camilla de la Bédoyère Human & Rousseau

Imagine if a monkey came to stay . . . Join Monkey as 

she helps with the housework, goes to a hair salon and 

splashes around at bathtime. Along the way, discover 

just how clever, strong and sporty she really is! By 

imagining wild animals in everyday scenarios, readers 

can learn about their size, diet and other features.

9780624046059 Siyolo se trui Afrikaans FOU Mari Grobler Tafelberg

Siyolo puts on his yellow and red sweater, but when his 

hand tickles, he realizes that his favorite sweater is 

worn at the sleeve. He decides to help several people 

with wool from his sweater: each in a unique way.

9780799362800 Ons kan! Afrikaans FOU Martie Preller Lapa Uitgewers

Deep, deep in a dark forest in a hollow tree trunk, just 

under a leaf, sleeps the Babalela. But one day the 

tranquility and quiet in the forest are broken. A 

bulldozer is pushing all the trees flat. The Babalela and 

his friends must make a plan soon - before it's too late



9781920218003 Wie is dit? Afrikaans FOU Louis Barnard Vuvu Books
Who is this? is an exciting, colorful picture book with 

Bible stories for children and curious adults.

9781920660666 Krimpvarkies drukkies, Die Afrikaans FOU Lucy Tapper Fantasi

Kasper and Karla are very best friends. There are so 

many things they enjoy doing together. But there's one 

thing they cannot do ... they cannot hug each other! 

They are too prickly!

9781920660673 Krimpvarkies skoenlappers, Die Afrikaans FOU Lucy Tapper Fantasi

Kasper and Karla are very best friends. One day they 

find something small and very interesting under a leaf. 

What is it?

9781920660680 Krimpvarkies te warm vir spring, Die Afrikaans FOU Lucy Tapper Fantasi

Kasper and Karla are very best friends. They would like 

to play their favorite jumping game, but it's too hot! Can 

they find a way to keep cool and jump?

9781920660697 Krimpvarkies wegkruipertjie, Die Afrikaans FOU Lucy Tapper Fantasi

Kasper and Karla are very best friends. On this autumn 

day the hedgehogs are very sad because the leaves of 

the trees are beginning to fall off. However, they forget 

the sadness when they make friends and play hide-and-

seek. But what about all the trees with the empty 

branches?

9781920660376 Rooikappie: Geliefde Sprokies 6 Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Be 

taken on a fantastic trip to the imagination world. One 

day long long ago…



9781920660369 Drie varkies, die: Geliefde Sprokies 5 Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Be 

taken on a fantastic trip to the imagination world. One 

day long long ago…

9781920660352 Aspoestertjie: Geliefde Sprokies 4 Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Be 

taken on a fantastic trip to the imagination world. One 

day long long ago…

9781920660345 Gesterwelde kat, Die: Geliefde Sprokies 3 Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Be 

taken on a fantastic trip to the imagination world. One 

day long long ago…

9781920660338 Gouelokkies: Geliefde Sprokies 2 Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Be 

taken on a fantastic trip to the imagination world. One 

day long long ago…

9781920660000 Gertjie se uitstappie Afrikaans FOU
Isabella Camino & Delphine 

Lacharron
Fantasi

For Mrs Duck today is an important day - she is going to 

teach her chicks to swim! While mom duck teachers two 

of her chicks to dive and search for food, Gertjie, the 

third duck, wandered off …

9781920660017 Manie Muis skrik groot Afrikaans FOU
Isabella Camino & Delphine 

Lacharron
Fantasi

Manie, the little mouse, sit and watch farmer Frans 

work. But then farmer Frans puts his hayfork in the bale 

on which Manie is sitting ...



9781920660024 Hansie vlieg weg! Afrikaans FOU
Isabella Camino & Delphine 

Lacharron
Fantasi

The sky is full of heavy gray clouds and the wind blows 

harshly. There is a storm on its way! Hansie Rabbit lies 

under a kite. But it might not be such a good plan. The 

wind blows ever more ...

9781920660062 Nuwe Maatjie Afrikaans FOU
Isabella Camino & Delphine 

Lacharron
Fantasi

Early morning, farmer Frans outside on a bench. He 

looks at his watch all the time. Then he walks down the 

road again. Who is he expecting? A truck arrived …

 9781869197704 En wie is jy? Afrikaans FOU Karl Rϋhmann Protea Boekhuis

That cannot be! Kokkie the parrot is sure he knows all 

the animals in the jungle. And now there is something 

light pink with a round stomach that does not even 

know what he is. A book that will let children smile and 

smile. This will encourage them to live their brave 

dreams.

1868571939 Die rooi rok Afrikaans FOU Dux van der Walt Garamond Uitgewers

Terry decides to try on her new Christmas dress. She is 

thirsty but the water bucket is empty. Now she has 

water, but her dress is dirty.

9780798159821 Storieman omnibus 3 (+2 oudio CD's) Afrikaans FOU Leon Rousseau Human & Rousseau

This collection brings back everybody’s favourite: 

Gobbolino¸the witch’s cat! There is also “Die gelukkige 

prins”, “Die Gobbelrot” and “Die groot, harige bogman”. 

Humorous stories like “Die groot pasteiwedstryd“ and 

„“Eierdrome“ will entertain and delight, while fairy tales 

like “Skoonlief en die ondier” and “Aspoestertjie” will 

enchant readers of all ages!  

1868571149 Groen Koei, Die Afrikaans FOU Nanette van Rooyen Garamond Uitgewers

It's Tami's birthday and he decides to take the green 

cow along with him to school…but green cow doesn’t 

listen to Tami. Lets see what happens…



9780799347388 Agent Snoet en die groen genugtig Afrikaans INT Francois Bloemhof Lapa Uitgewers

Snoet is in trouble at headquarters. If he does not solve 

his latest case, he can lose his job as a secret agent. But 

fortunately, Felino is always on his side. A very 

dangerous weapon was stolen from a laboratory. Snoet 

and Felino must find it as soon as possible. And if that's 

not enough, someone threatens to kill Smarag, the most 

successful cats star in the country...

9781431421398 Wie is Koning? Afrikaans FOU Beverley Naidoo Jacana

Find out what happens to Lion when he challenges 

Elephant and discovers who the real king of the 

savannah is; laugh along with Tortoise as he bewitches 

the animals in Tiger’s work party with irresistible music; 

find out why Hippo has no hair, how Elephant got his 

trunk, and why Cockerel crows. 

9781869195502 Sowaar, sowaar, Van Hunks is 'n towenaar! Afrikaans INT Roelf van Rensburg Protea Boekhuis

With playful, humorous text and fun, imaginative 

illustrations, Roelf van Rensburg and Theo Krynauw 

blow modern worship in a timeless legend - the story of 

the Van Hunks and Devil's smoking contest. According 

to tradition, the former Windberg in the Cape has been 

named Devil's Peak because of this story...

9781431405275 Gelukkige Prins, Die Afrikaans FOU Oscar Wilde Jacana

From his high pedestal, the Happy Prince, a magnificent 

golden statue, can see all the misery of the city below 

him. He begs a little Swallow to pluck off his treasure 

and share it amongst the poor. When the Happy Prince 

asks his new friend to stay and help him, the Swallow 

receives a lesson in kindness and caring.

9780799347357 Wat's die punt van groen wees? Afrikaans INT Jacqui Bailey Lapa Uitgewers

Our planet is being threatened! Not by space, not by 

collisions with comets, but by humanity. To save it, we 

must change the way we live, and how we think. And 

that means we need to become greener.

9780795701436 Ek en my mense Afrikaans INT Han Lans Kwela Books

Twelve 10- to 13-year-olds offer readers a glimpse into 

their everyday lives in this exceptional large-format, full-

color book. For three months six daughters and six sons 

from all over the country - capturing their daily lives 

with a camera. The surprising result gives an unmatched 

true and varied impression of South Africa's rich cultural 

diversity. Brief introductions place each culture and 

region in context. 



9780799366655 Vertel vir my 'n storie Afrikaans INT Wendy Maartens Lapa Uitgewers

Stories are a fun way to teach your child good values! 

Each of the well-known stories in this bundle contains 

an important lifestyle and is accompanied by practical 

tips on how children can apply values in everyday life.

9780624024071 Wolfgang Amadues Muis Afrikaans INT Philip de Vos Tafelberg

In Philip de Vos' fairy-haired style, the story is told of the 

hairless little baby mouse who accidentally got the 

name Wolfgang Amadeus.

9780624025474 Belladonna, prima donna Afrikaans INT Philip de Vos Tafelberg

Belladonna is part of a clan of opera mice. In the empty 

theatre, while the others scrounge around for bits of 

chocolate and nuts between the rows of seats, 

Belladonna takes to the big, dark stage, and imagines 

singing there under the bright lights, with row upon row 

of faces looking at her from the dusky opera house...

9781868978380 Jasper: Dit is ek Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books Meet Jasper and learn the names of body parts

9781868978397 Jasper: Ek kan 'n prentjie teken Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books
Jasper draws a picture. Discover colours and shapes 

with him.

9781868978403 Jasper: Tel saam Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books Count the fruit with Jasper.



9781868978410 Jasper: Kom ons help in die huis Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books
Jasper and Bibi helps around the house. What do you 

do?  What do you use?

9781868978427 Jasper: My maatjies Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books
Meet Jasper's friends. Where are they? Learn about 

things around you.

9780799346718 Wonderlike Afrika Afrikaans SEN Dawid van Lill Lapa Uitgewers

Wonderful Africa: A book that gives a brief overview of 

Africa, the countries, people and background. Travel 

through the African continent, read about cultures, 

music, climate, various countries in Africa's composition 

and discover all sorts of interesting facts. It is meant for 

good reading and searching for facts, for more and 

more knowing about the wonderful mainland we live in: 

Wonderful Africa!

9780624052913 Woestyngevangene Afrikaans SEN Andrea Abbott Tafelberg

What would you do if you were left behind in the 

desert?  Would you stay put in the hope that someone 

would find you? And if that someone turned out to be a 

scrawny stray dog, would you follow him?

9780798155571 Baasspeurder Blomkvist in die knyp Afrikaans SEN Astrid Lindgren Human & Rousseau

Battles between the knights of the White and the Red 

Roses are rudely interrupted by the tumult caused by a 

real murder in the quiet village. Kalle and his friends, 

Anders and Eva-Lotta, get into real danger, but thanks 

to Kalle’s fine detective work, the murderer is exposed.

9780798155557 Baasspeurder Blomkvist Afrikaans SEN Astrid Lindgren Human & Rousseau

His father wants him to take over his business one day, 

but Kalle Blomkvist has other plans. He's going to be a 

detective! Kalle did not yet have the opportunity to test 

his detective skills. But when his friend Eva-Lotta's 

uncle, Einar, appears on the scene...



9780799342611 Spek skiet Afrikaans SEN Dineke Volschenk Lapa Uitgewers

Spek skiet is a collection of stories in which boundaries 

of truth are streched a little. It's a solid collection of 

imaginative and unpretentious stories that will only 

make a reader enjoy a long time

9780798143783 Harry Potter en die orde van die Feniks Afrikaans SEN J.K. Rowling Human & Rousseau

Harry Potter is at the start of his fifth year at Hogwarts. 

Unlike most other schoolboys Harry never enjoys his 

summer holidays, but this holiday is even worse. As 

usual the Dursleys are the bane of his existence and 

even his best friends Ron and Hermien neglects him. 

Harry's had enough. He starts feeling he has to do 

something, anything, to make things better. But the 

holiday ends on a strange and dramatic note. And at 

Hogwarts, Harry finds that life has become almost 

unbearable...

9780798146180 Harry Potter en die Halfbloed Prins Afrikaans SEN J.K. Rowling Human & Rousseau

Set during protagonist Harry Potter's sixth year 

at Hogwarts, the novel explores the past of Harry's 

nemesis, Lord Voldemort, and Harry's preparations for 

the final battle against Voldemort alongside his 

headmaster and mentor Albus Dumbledore.

9780624042839 Biltong en barakat Afrikaans SEN Rudi Daniels Tafelberg

These short stories has been compiled with the Gr 12 

learner who takes Afrikaans as the First Additional 

Language in mind. The stories come from a variety of 

eras and the authors are both famous in Afrikaans 

literature and less famous. But that composition is 

representative of the Afrikaans writer's corps: Hennie 

Aucamp, Chris Barnard, Jackie Nagtegaal, Zulfah Otto-

Sallies, Nataniël. . .

9780798146661 Robinson Crusoe Afrikaans SEN Daniel Defoe Human & Rousseau

Robinson Crusoe is one of the few books in the world 

literature that will never grow old. One of the reasons 

why this story is just as exciting and vibrant today as the 

day when it was first published in 1719 is the fact that 

everybody who reads the book identifies himself with 

the lonely shipwreck and knows that he would have 

acted the same as Crusoe under the same 

circumstances.



9780798151023
Mnr. Humperdinck se wonderlike 

watsenaam
Afrikaans SEN Wynand Louw Human & Rousseau

Pete Smith does not believe in fantasy and magic but he 

has to reconsider his view when someone is killed and 

he has to rely on talking mice and flying garbage cans to 

save him from hordes of human-eating rats.

9780624042587 Geskiedenis van Afrika Afrikaans SEN Lutz van Dijk Tafelberg

Was Africa a continent without history when the 

European colonists in the 15th century first settled 

here? Certainly not. In fact, Africa's past shows an 

infinite rich and shady history, full of highs and lows, 

many of whom still know very little today. In the book, 

Lutz van Dijk tells the fascinating story of this continent, 

from its birth in the earliest times until the appearance 

in East Africa of the first people who would migrate 

later to all corners of the world. He makes the reader 

aware of the ancient African cultures of North and West 

Africa, and then looks at the five centuries of European 

colonial domination of the continent.

9780799389609 101 Lawwe grappe Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers
Come and laugh at the silly jokes in this fantastic new 

set of joke books for children!

9780799389586 101 Diere grappe Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers
Come and laugh at the silly jokes in this fantastic new 

set of joke books for children!

9780799389616 101 Pouse grappe Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers
Come and laugh at the silly jokes in this fantastic new 

set of joke books for children!

9780799389593 101 Klop-klop grappe Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers
Come and laugh at the silly jokes in this fantastic new 

set of joke books for children!



9780624032496 Duiwe van Botalal, Die Afrikaans SEN Engela van Rooyen Tafelberg

Frank Modiba is living in Botala with his mother and 

sister, Katie, in a rental house. Then they have a quarrel 

with the home owner about his son who visits 

Katie. They need to get a new house, but Frank's mother 

is injured in a taxi accident and in the end he has to 

make sure that they get help - within one day! 

9780799344486 Totsiens, Sugarplum - Stalmaats 2 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri's birthday is around the corner. She and her two 

Stalmaats friends, Karen and Megan, are planning the 

best birthday party ever. But then Anri hears horrible 

news at Vinette ... Will Sugarplum be sold to the unfit 

Benedict Dippenaar? Why is Jacques lying to Anri? And 

will this be the worst birthday of her life?

9780799349443 Komaan, Karen! - Stalmaats 6 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri, Karen and Megan must practice the horse 

competition that takes place during the holidays, and 

the school also has a fun day to raise money. But 

something is wrong. Why is Karen acting so strangely? 

Does she exercise too hard with Princess? And why 

does not she want to tell her best friends what's wrong?

9780799344455 Roset - Stalmaats 8 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

The big day has finally arrived - Anri will join a rider 

competition for the first time with Sugarplum! But 

something mysterious is going on at the competition ... 

Food disappears left and right, and Karen is determined 

to catch the thief.

9780799351255 Afskeidsrit - Stalmaats 12 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

It's almost the end of the year and the exam is around 

the corner. At the riding school, Uncle Dewald and 

Aunty Maja arrange a special farewell ride and Anri and 

her friends decide to surprise someone…

9780798156240 Grilbrigade Afrikaans INT Fanie Viljoen Human & Rousseau

Buks is alone at home when not only one but two 

people break in. Or are they people? Because one of 

them has hairy legs and makes Grr-rr-rr!



9780799349641 Zackie Mostert en die spokerige storie Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Grenade Street is a street like any other street. Well, 

not entirely ... It's the street in which Zackie Mostert 

lives! And where Zackie is, something exciting happens. 

Zackie and Vincent decide to have a scary ghost story 

night!

9781432305550 Drie Baasspeurders Afrikaans INT Vi le Roux Random House Struik

Markus is ten years old and loves his two dogs. There is 

a Maltese, Basjan and a Labrador, Jonathan. Markus 

accidentally discovered that he could understand "dog 

language". He struggles to get used to his super power, 

but realizes later that it can also be fun. 

9780798156981 Moemin en die komeet Afrikaans INT Tove Jansson Human & Rousseau

A comet is speeding towards Earth and nobody knows 

what to do! Moomin and Sniff sets out on an expedition 

to the Lonely Mountains to see the Professor with the 

large telescope…

9780978156998 Moemin en die towenaar se hoed Afrikaans INT Tove Jansson Human & Rousseau

It is spring in the valley and Moemin is ready for 

adventure! Moemin and his friends Boeboe and Snifsnaf 

find the Hobgoblin’s top hat, all shiny and new and just 

waiting to be taken home. They soon realize that this is 

no ordinary hat; it can turn anything – or anyone – into 

something else!

9780798157247 Ou Langklou (Boek 4) Afrikaans SEN Francois Bloemhof Human & Rousseau

It is the beginning of the long winter holidays and for 

Victor, it means another boring stay in the children’s 

home. But things very quickly change when he happens 

to stumble upon the weird woman living down the 

street. 

9780798157551 Donkerwoud (Boek 5) Afrikaans SEN Francois Bloemhof Human & Rousseau

What secrets did Tiaan’s eccentric aunt’s creepy old 

house hide? And what was it he’d seen through the 

window, moving through the woods? Why was his twin 

brother, Rolf, suddenly acting so weird? 



9780798157612 Kamer 13 (Boek 6) Afrikaans SEN Francois Bloemhof Human & Rousseau

What is going on in Room 13? And why is Bennie the 

only one who suspects something is wrong. And where 

does the voice in his head come from telling him to do 

all kinds of weird things. He will have to talk to 

somebody, but to whom? When a second person dies in 

Room 13, Bennie knows that he will have to act fast . . .  

9780798157643 Hospitaaltyd Afrikaans SEN Francois Bloemhof Human & Rousseau
Chilling story with lots of blood curdling surprises. Will 

also be enjoyed by older reluctant readers. 

9780799370676 Skaduwees, skatte en skelmstreke Afrikaans INT Nerine Ahlers & Alet SteenkampLapa Uitgewers

The new school year kicked off on a busy note. Lindie's 

father will soon be married. Her friends are practicing 

for a road race and everyone is excited about the 

Valentine's ball coming up. But as usual, Danelle tries to 

make things difficult for Lindie and of course, it's her 

fault that Lindie and Gina have to go out of the hostel at 

one in the morning and go to the grumpy cemetery. 

What they see there is enough to give nightmares to 

anyone - an open grave, and a hand coming out of the 

grave. What is going on at the cemetery? And will they 

solve this new mystery?

9780799335774 Woestynvuur Afrikaans SEN Lien Roux-de Jager Lapa Uitgewers

Len and the group of people who fled earth lands on a 

strange desert planet where two tribes fight each other. 

What surprises awaiting these humans and will they 

eventually find a home?

9780799335743 Liefde in die nuus Afrikaans SEN Stephanie Nieuwoudt Lapa Uitgewers

The love is unpredictable and obscene. It's in our nature 

to search for the right person to share your life, and 

little things are as satisfying as falling in love. We also 

find it interesting and stimulating to read about people 

in love

9780624054887 Anna Atoom en die magnetiese meermin Afrikaans SEN Elizabeth Wasserman Tafelberg

Ton is gone, Brak is invisible and admiral Atom's life is at 

risk - all this in the midst of a large-scale scientific 

intervention in the natural balance of the earth: Uranus 

Dragon wants to move the magnetic poles in an attempt 

to prevent global warming. Will Anna and Professor 

Sabatina convince the world's smartest scientists that 

Uranus's plan to a disaster? And how does Ton's 

disappearance relate to Uranus's evil plan?



9780624054900 Anna Atoom en die digitale draak Afrikaans SEN Elizabeth Wasserman Tafelberg

Anna, now fourteen years old, has become used to 

helping out her scientist parents where the earth’s 

natural balance is concerned. This time Uranus Draak 

has developed his most lethal plan yet…

9780799347487 Gevaar op dagbreek - Stalmaats 10 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

There is a new rider at the Dagbreek Riding School. Anri, 

Megan and Karen are excited to make friends with 

Sune. But why does she sometimes feel so strange? The 

better Anri gets to know the new girl, the more she is 

convinced that something is not right ...

9780624040859 Daar's vis in die punch Afrikaans SEN Jackie Nagtegaal Tafelberg

Charlie's life becomes irreversible. Nothing is like it was. 

But despite everything, she gets the right to stay healthy 

and cool. She writes on her new laptop, rearranges the 

files in her head. Because, like Frida Kahlo and Isadora 

Duncan, the strong women she admires, she now 

understands: No matter where you are or how you have 

it, it's all a matter of how you choose. If you swallow the 

punch through your teeth and swallow, you dodge the 

fish.

9780624036326 Jokkie wat met perde kon praat, Die Afrikaans SEN Chris Karsten Tafelberg

This novel about horse racing is filled with humour and 

interesting characters. Billy’s father is known for his 

schemes, but when he buys a racehorse, a world of 

adventure begins.

9780799366457 Sepiesterre sokkies en skobbejakke Afrikaans INT Nerine Ahlers & Alet SteenkampLapa Uitgewers

Lindie and her friends are very excited about the revue 

that will be presented at school. It's going to be amazing 

- and someone will be chosen to play in a soap. Just 

think, one of them may be on TV! Unfortunately, they 

get a nasty surprise when they see who the new drama 

teacher is ...

9780624031703 Los my uit, paloekas! Afrikaans SEN George Weideman Tafelberg

This stirring tale of a boy from the farm, who feels out 

of his depth amongst the cool guys at school, is set in 

the 1960s.



9780799344448 Seeponies - Stalmaats 7 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

It's going to be the best vacation ever! Ten lazy days by 

the sea ... The first day at Ankerpunt Anri and Megan 

make an incredible discovery ... Between the cliffs a 

herd of mysterious wild ponies. But the ponies will not 

be there for long - unless someone makes a plan soon.

9781920660420
Hond in 'n Rok en Hardloop, Tom, 

hardloop!
Afrikaans FOU Katie Dale Fantasi

Dog in a dress - The animals wears a lot of clothes. 

Who's wearing clothes?  Run, Tom, Run! - Tom likes 

running. Will Tom win the races?

9781920660260 Hond en die jakkals, Die Afrikaans FOU Jenny Jinks Fantasi
It's a day and Dog is awake. Dog wants to play with 

Jackal, but Jackal is asleep. Will Jackal get up to play?

9781920660741 Stout hond en nee, Nellie, nee! Afrikaans FOU Elizabeth Dale Fantasi

Naughty dog - naughty dog wants to sit there, but he's 

full of mud! No, Nellie, no! - Nellie goes to a picnic, but 

she wants to eat anything but her own food!

9780799370669 Spoke, speurders en straatkafees Afrikaans INT Nerine Ahlers & Alet SteenkampLapa Uitgewers

Paris. The city of romantic street cafe's. Sexy guys. And 

moreover, the fashion capital of the world. Lindie and 

her girlfriends can not wait for the tour to France. But 

who is the mysterious darkman on the plane? And why 

does it feel like someone is following them in Paris?

9780799345865 Volspoed Afrikaans INT Spike T. Adams Lapa Uitgewers

Vincent would like to hang out with the popular guys. 

He wants to drive fast cars and have a sexy girl. Then his 

dream becomes true. But it may be an expensive price ..



9780799366679 Kougom in my hare en ander rympies Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

There is a gum in my hair, it is firmly glued. Mom wants 

to know how it got there. But I do not say a word ... 

(That was that wicked Werner de Witt, but I first put the 

cockroach in his sandwich 

9780798134668 Pendoring & Seun Afrikaans SEN AS van Straten Human & Rousseau

It is about the relationship between Gert Klopper and 

Sarie, but now they are also the parents of Driesie, a 

toddler who speaks his mind. Driesie is actually the hero 

of the story. The heroine is again the Afrikaans language 

- as undetected and unbreakable as ever.

9781415414156 Stories het vlerke Afrikaans SEN Marianne van Heerden Nasou via Afrika

As a beginner teacher Michaela Brink soon learns the 

woes of her teenage students: whom has celebrated at 

Friday's party. She also discovered that their lives can go 

through dark depths. The covered world of sexual abuse 

in a family is exposed to Michaela. She feels she should 

act ... Or should she? Can she? Is there enough support 

for them? This story is derived from the author's 

experiences as a teacher and counselor. This illustrates 

how far-reaching the impact of sexual abuse is.

9781869282431 Wat is rassisme, Pappa? Afrikaans INT Tahar Ben Jelloun New Africa Books

This book is a small step on a very long road to a world 

without racism, and helps create conditions in which 

racism and all other forms of discrimination cannot be 

rooted in South Africa or anywhere else in the world.

9781920377007 Skakel, Die Afrikaans SEN Peter Slingsby Baardskeerder

The leopard stands over Xiko and keeps me watching his 

cruel eyes, his ears are flat against his head. Phumzile 

looks at the leopard. "Jeremy," whispers Phumzile 

without turning his head, "there are some big stones in 

front of you on the ground ..."

9781920475413 Gans gaan strand toe Afrikaans FOU Laura Wall Fantasi
A sunny day on the beach is full of fun and surprises for 

the two friends!



9781920475437 Gans gaan skool toe Afrikaans FOU Laura Wall Fantasi
When Annie goes to school, Gans is supposed to stay 

home ... but he has plans of his own!

9781920475406 Gans Afrikaans FOU Laura Wall Fantasi
When Annie meets Gans in the park, they soon become 

inseparable.

9781920475420 Gans doen inkopies Afrikaans FOU Laura Wall Fantasi
When Annie and Gans go shopping with Mom, they 

have great fun.

9781920660307 Mia en die piekniek Afrikaans FOU Benedicte Carboneill Fantasi

It's a lovely sunshine day. "Let's go picnic," Mia 

suggested. "What a good plan!" says Pippi. They never 

the day would be filled with so much adventure…

9781920660277 Mia is verveeld Afrikaans FOU Benedicte Carboneill Fantasi

Mia is not an ordinary ladybird. Oh, no, she just has a 

few dots on her back! Mom is worried and let Mia stay 

in bed at home. But Mia soon gets bored ...

9781920660284 Mia en al die niggies Afrikaans FOU Benedicte Carboneill Fantasi

Early, the sunshine wakes Mia up. "It's going to be a 

wonderful day!" think the ladybird with the five dots. If 

she only knew ...! Pippie invites Mia to come and sleep 

by her but Mia did not realize that all Pippie's cousins 

would be there too!

9781920660291 Mia help Pippie vlieg Afrikaans FOU Benedicte Carboneill Fantasi

Mia and Pippie lay stretched out on the grass. They look 

at the clouds. Then Pippie says: "I would like to fly ... 

"She decides to build an airplane. But things are wrong 

...



9781928446064 So stil soos 'n muis Afrikaans FOU Karen Owen Fantasi

Ollie, wakes up his baby sister but he cannot help that 

he makes so much noise. Fortunately, his mate Mietie 

has a plan! Can Ollie learn to be as quiet as a mouse?

9781928446088 Ek wens ek was 'n eenhoring Afrikaans FOU Rachel Lyon Fantasi

Stinkie is a horse that smells very bad. He wishes he was 

a unicorn so everyone could love him. Owl decides to 

help Stinkie and make his wish come true.

9781920660475 Koel eend en baie hoede Afrikaans FOU Elizabeth Dale Fantasi

Cool duck - Cat gets hot, but then he sees Duck. Duck is 

cool!   Many hats - it's a windy day. Jan and his family 

wears lots of hats!

9781928446095 Goue ster vir Kallie, 'n Afrikaans FOU Alice Hemming Fantasi

The zoo gives gold star prizes for the animals. Kallie the 

giraffe has just the right spot on his fence for a star. But 

will Kallie win a gold star?

9781928446071 Vinnige jakkals en stadige slak Afrikaans FOU Lou Treleaven Fantasi

Quick fox and slow snail go into the woods. Quick fox 

likes to run and soon Slow Snail is gone. Is Slow Snail 

really gone or does it just like to crawl slowly?

9781770098480 Ek kan orals gaan Afrikaans FOU Catherine Groenewald Jacana
Thandi and her doll dream of a better life, but ultimately 

realise that Thandi's grandmother's love surpasses all.



9780799384277 Pretrit - Stalmaats 19 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

The school holiday is around the corner. Anri is very 

excited when she hears her best friend from her former 

college will be visiting. Nadine also loves horse riding - 

and Anri cannot wait to introduce her to Megan and 

Karen. But Nadine seems to have other plans, and Anri's 

friends at the school are not so impressed with it ...

9780799347470 Vry Teuels - Stalmaats 9 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

A full three thousand rand! Anri, Megan and Karen can 

not believe their ears when they find out they won the 

second prize in a big photo competition. But what are 

they going to do with the winnings?  After a talk at the 

riding school, Anri gets a brilliant plan ...

9780799373929 Perdepiekniek - Stalmaats 18 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

After the letter Jacques stopped at the camp by Anri, 

things between them suddenly were completely 

different. Megan organises a picnic with Jacques and his 

friends. But then they unexpectedly get bad news ...

9780799373912 Waaghals - Stalmaats 17 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

The day of the coaching camp has finally arrived! Anri, 

Megan and Karen are doing the whole long weekend for 

the most enjoyable time - spend time outdoors with the 

horses. In addition, they will be coached by a world 

renowned Olympic rider. But one of the riders in Anri's 

group is really daring and likes to break the rules. Can 

Anri stop her getting into trouble and ruining her future 

as a champion rider?

9780799341607 Beroemde ruiter, Die - Stalmaats 5 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri and her friends are very excited. Teen star Victor 

Brink will be visiting the Dagbreek Riding School to film 

his new music video. And that's not all ... someone will 

get the chance to be in the video with Victor! Vinette 

will make sure she gets the role ...

9780799338225 Anri se plan - Stalmaats 3 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri and her two friends, Karen and Megan, love many 

of the Peace Shelter children visiting the riding school. 

Especially Nomhle who likes as many horses as they do. 

Anri decided to arrange a nice surprise for the shelter. 

But then an awful thing happens ... Is Nomhle really 

guilty? Will the three friends be able to find out what 

happened before it's too late for Nomhle?



9780799366693 Wegholrit - Stalmaats 16 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri and the other riders at the Dagbreek riding school 

are excited about the coaching camp that lies ahead. 

But what's up with Karen? They must try to find out 

what's wrong with Karen before it's too late ...

9780799366686 Stormnag - Stalmaats 15 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

Anri cannot believe Jacques asked her to go to the 

Valentine dance with him. There is just one problem - 

Vinette will definitely be jealous! But a stormy night 

things go wrong ... and Anri and Jacques have to make a 

plan fast…

9780799362121 Rivierperde - Stalmaats 14 Afrikaans INT Lize Roux Lapa Uitgewers

The new school year has arrived. Anri, Megan and Karen 

cannot wait to find out what new Stalmaats adventures 

are waiting for them. The new year kicked off with a 

great surprise. Vinette apparently turned a new 

leaf...she is suddenly friendly to everyone ... she even 

proposes that the Stalmaats approach an environmental 

conservation project! Can they trust her this time?

9780799366242 Lana en Rakker - Speeltyd vir Rakker Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

The school's sports day is around the corner and Lana is 

worried she's going to last in every single item. But then 

she gets a brilliant idea: She can start training with the 

Rakker to get fit! Will Rakker come to her rescue? 

9780799366259 Lana en Rakker - Die pajamapartytjie Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

It's almost Lana's birthday, and she plans a pajama 

party. But she is a little worried. What if nobody wants 

to come to her party? Then Lana's new friend, Imke, 

acknowledges that she is afraid of dogs. And in Lana's 

home there is no escape from the playful Rakker. Can 

Lana and Rakker make it the best  pajama party?

9780799366280 Lana en Rakker - Rakker en die troue Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

Lana's family takes a beautiful Jack Russell puppy. When 

Lana calls the dog Rakker, she has no idea how naughty 

he will be. Rakker ended up in trouble all the time. Will 

Lana manage to keep him out of trouble?  Lana and her 

sister will be flower girls at Aunt Emma's wedding. But 

Rakker is very curious and he also wants to be part of 

the plans. Lana wants Rakker to come to the wedding, 

but the rest of her family does not think it's a good plan.



9780799366228 Lana en Rakker - 'n Huis vir Rakker Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

Lana always wanted a puppy - a loving puppy who can 

curl up at the foot of her bed at night. That's why Lana is 

very excited when her family takes a beautiful Jack 

Russell. Lana calls the dog Rakker - even before she 

knows how tough and naughty he is. Everywhere he 

came, Rakker ended up in trouble. Will Lana manage to 

keep him out of trouble?

9780799366235 Lana en Rakker - Die hondeskool Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

Raker is terribly naughty. He bites Lana's brothers' 

soccer ball, digs the plants out of the garden, and even 

bites his own leash flenters! Lana's family doesn't know 

what to do. Then Grandpa suggested that Lana take him 

to the dog school, Lana thinks it's a brilliant idea. Now, 

Rakker can learn some manners - and maybe a tricks 

too! But things do not go according to plan ... 

9780799366266 Lana en Rakker - Vakansie by die see Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

Lana and her family go to visit her grandmother for the 

holiday. It's at the sea and grandmother is planning lots 

of fun activities for the holidays. However, she is very 

keen on the fact that her house must be neat - and it 

will be quite difficult with Rakker in the perimeter! Can 

Rakker manage to steal Granny's heart before she gets 

angry and sends him home?

9780799366297 Lana en Rakker - Rakker word 'n ster Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

Lana's family takes a beautiful Jack Russell puppy. When 

Lana calls the dog Rakker, she has no idea how naughty 

he will be. Will Lana manage to keep him out of trouble? 

Lana's friend, Lisa, was chosen to appear in a TV ad. The 

only problem is, it's an advertisement for dog food - and 

Lisa is afraid of dogs. Therefore, Lana decided to work 

with her puppy, Rakker, to make sure Lisa shook her 

fears for dogs once and for all. But then the TV people 

unexpectedly need a replacement dog - and Rakker gets 

a chance to become a star!

9780799366273
Lana en Rakker - Rakker se prettige 

kersfees
Afrikaans INT Holly Webb Lapa Uitgewers

The animal shelter, Four-legged Friends, celebrates 

Christmas in July to raise money. There will be stalls 

with delicious food, cute gifts - and even toys for dogs! 

Lana feels sorry for the dogs who do not have homes 

and plan to go with the Rakker to sing Christmas 

caroles. With his cute Santa Claus hat he definitely stirs 

hearts and collects a lot of money for charity. But 

unfortunately things do not go according to plan ...



9780799359886
Professor Fungus en die skrikwekkende 

Snotzilla
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Keep your handkerchief ready! Bennie and Jenny are 

worried. Professor Fungus has a cold but he does not 

want to stop working. Then an accident occurs in his 

laboratory ... and a monsters is released on to the 

streets!

9780799352634
Professor Fungus en die ongelooflike 

miniatuur-avontuur
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Jenny and Bennie are twins. They love to visit Professor 

Fungus and helping him with his experiments. Professor 

Fungus is a scientist. Almost no day passes without 

exploring Professor Fungus's laboratory. Together with 

Edison the robot and Argon the barking rabbit, Bennie 

and Jenny experience tons of adventures. At the back of 

each book, Professor Fungus explains how to do one of 

his fantastic experiments at home (without all the 

explosions, of course!).

9780799374018 Professor Fungus en die diepsee-dilemma Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Bennie and Jenny are very excited when one of 

Professor Fungus's friends invites them to explore the 

deep sea in a brand new submarine - looking for a 

mysterious animal. But in the dark depths below the sea 

things go wrong unexpectedly...

9780799372656
Professor Fungus en die BreinDrein-

eksperiment
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Bennie and Jenny are very excited when they find out 

Professor Fungus has won a prize. They cannot wait to 

go with him after the ceremony. But something is not 

right. Why are people at the science expo suddenly so 

strange? And what is going on with the city's restrooms?

9780799363067 Professor Fungus en die dino-avontuur Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

It's just a matter of time...before something bites you! 

Bennie and Jenny cannot believe their eyes. Professor 

Fungus's dream has become true. He invented a time 

machine! But will it really work? There is only one way 

to find out ...



9780799380125 Professor Fungus en die sneeumasjien Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Freeze! This amusement park will give you cold chills ... 

Bennie and Jenny are excited when they hear Professor 

Fungus is helping with a new theme park that will soon 

open. Winterland looks like great fun - there is a ski 

slope, rough rides and even robotic animals from the 

Iron Age! But then Bennie and Jenny find out something 

is not fun at the theme park. What mysterious plans do 

the strange De Vries twins have up their sleeve? Soon, 

Bennie and Jenny has to make a plan to save the whole 

world - before the nasty twins begin a new era! 

9780799371147
Professor Fungus en die jelliemonsters van 

Mars
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

A device that can send messages to space? Bennie and 

Jenny think it's a brilliant idea! They cannot wait to test 

Professor Fungus's latest invention. But then they get a 

nasty surprise from the outer space ...

9780799374025
Professor Fungus en die vreeslik gevaarlike 

tuinkabouters
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

The Inventor of the Year competition is around the 

corner. But a villain has nasty plans up her sleeve ... and 

she has a whole army of gardeners to help her! Will 

Bennie and Jenny stop someone from stealing Professor 

Fungus's ideas and destroying his laboratory?

9780799349474 Thomas@moord.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks Lapa Uitgewers

Thomas doesn't want to move and he is definitely does 

not want a half brother or sister, even though his 

stepmother, Louisa, is really cool. In addition, their new 

home is a Victorian house. It's summer and soon all 

kinds of strange things happen in the new house. 

Thomas hears mysterious footsteps in front of his room 

door, doors are inexplicably open and closed and his 

computer's printer spits one strange message after 

another. Could it be that there is really a ghost in the 

house? Together with his friends, Hannes, Alex and 

Thabo, Thomas tries to solve the mystery of the house 

... a mystery that puts them at great risk.

9780799349498 Thomas@skerpioen.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks-Hugo Lapa Uitgewers

Thomas and Hannes cannot wait to test a new 

computer game they got from Harry from the Cyber 

Tiger internet cafe. But something is wrong with the 

game. A mysterious scorpion appears on the computer 

screen and Hannes is convinced that the game is in fact 

a dangerous computer virus. Thomas, however, 

suspects Hannes's imagination just works overtime 

again.



9780799349467 Thomas@aqua.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks-Hugo Lapa Uitgewers

The test series is over and a wonderful long weekend at 

the sea lies in front of Thomas. But then things begin to 

go ugly: Thomas discovers a door in the floor of their 

beach house leading straight to the shelter of the 

dangerous perlemoen smuggler, Sharky Fortuin. His 

best friend, Hannes, suddenly behaves like an alien 

andhe catches Alexandra and Lukas in a remote place 

between the rocks - and that while Lukas knows that 

Thomas is crazy about her!

9780799349504 Thomas@sms.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks Lapa Uitgewers

The new school year does not start well for Thomas. 

First, he and Hannes have a nightmare experience in a 

hoist and then he is suspended for a week because he 

hit a boy. Thomas's father is so angry about it that he 

forbids him getting near any computer and grounds him 

for a week! This means that Thomas will miss the 

interhouse dance - his only chance to officially ask Alex 

to be his girlfriend.

9780799349481 Thomas@nagmerrie.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks-Hugo Lapa Uitgewers

Things are a buzz at Leeuk high school about the new 

girl in Thomas's class: the stylish Fleur Vermaak. Hannes 

immediately fell to his ears in love with Fleur, but it 

seems she has only eyes for one guy - Thomas! And 

Thomas will not dream of cheating on Alex, but Fleur is 

beautifully wrapped ... But everything is wrong ... Who 

is the handsome man who is behind Fleur? Why does 

Thomas suddenly get such strange nightmares? And 

what's the nasty secret of Bailey's Forest, the place 

where the Grade nines go camping?

9780799349511 Thomas@geraamte.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks Lapa Uitgewers

A school tour to Namibia with all his pals. Thomas can 

hardly think of something cooler. In addition, they will 

visit the mysterious Kolmanskop - an old ghost town 

buried almost beneath the desert sands. But if Thomas 

is around things usually go wrong. It looks as if he will 

have to stay home this time while Hannes, Alex, Lukas 

and Lilian have fun without him. And in addition, 

Thomas hears a mysterious phone call - a conversation 

that predicts great trouble for the tour.



9780799350807 Thomas@rock-ster.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks-Hugo Lapa Uitgewers

Thomas@rock-ster.net is a radical book about rock! It 

targets young readers with technological needs and 

interests. But the book is different from any youth book 

that has ever appeared in Afrikaans. It brings the reader 

an integrated reading experience with exciting extras 

like: QR codes that leads you to a photo, audio clip and 

video; A special MXit channel just for Thomas and his 

friends; Thomas and Thabo's new favorite game, Fangs; 

the Radical Rock Festival website where you can 

become a rock star and mix your own music

9780799362831 Thomas@vrees.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks Lapa Uitgewers

After Thomas has eavesdropped a mysterious 

conversation one night, he is certain his father is afraid 

of something or someone. Who is the mysterious Rus of 

whom they spoke? And why does Thomas and his family 

suddenly need extra protection?

9780799366549 Thomas@skaduwee.net Afrikaans INT Carina Diedericks-Hugo Lapa Uitgewers

Thomas's whole world is shattered when his girl Alex 

dropped him out of the blue. In addition, it seems that 

his best friend, Hannes, knew everything in advance. As 

if it is not bad enough, the principal, Mr Volschenk, and 

the two school girls, Flip and Japie, make Thomas's life 

difficult for him. When he slipped out during school 

time, he accidentally heard a secret conversation - two 

men planned to smuggle a consignment of illegal 

firearms from the harbor to the heart of Cape Town...

9780799383676 Zackie Mostert en die slim speurder Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

The entire school is excited. The famous singer Jenny 

Jay is going to attend a concert at the school ... and she 

will be filming her latest music video! But then the 

singer's very expensive necklace disappears. And 

someone thinks Zackie's best friend, Vincent, took it ... 

Zackie decides he's going to investigate to prove 

Vincent's innocence!

9780799384536 Vakansiepret Vlieers en filmsterre Afrikaans INT Theresa van Baalen Lapa Uitgewers

A windy day becomes a runaway adventure! Jana and 

Alisha are bored. It is far too cold and windy to go 

swimming. But then they discover two kites ... It's the 

perfect day to play on the beach! Unfortunately, Jana's 

brother, Tiaan, and his mate, Rudie, decide to come 

along. Soon the two boys are creating chaos. Their kite 

gets tangled with Jana and breaks the rope!



9780799383669 Zackie Mostert en die super-stinkbom Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie does not really like singing ... but the school choir 

will soon be going on a FANTASTIC camp. The choir 

camp is by the sea - and in addition they can miss school 

for two days! That's why Zackie and Vincent decide to 

sing in the choir. Soon after, Anton, the school bully, 

began to tease them. And in addition they find out from 

the rugby camp at the same time as the choir camp ... 

The choir was a bad idea! But then Zackie and Vincent 

unexpectedly make new friends - and they plan to teach 

Anton a lesson ... A very STINK lesson!

9780799349634
Zackie Mostert en die gemaskerde groen 

gevaar
Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Grenade Street is a street like any other street. Well, 

not entirely ... It's the street in which Zackie Mostert 

lives! And where Zackie is, something exciting usually 

happens.  Zackie and Vincent decide to become 

superheroes. They're going to save beautiful girls, catch 

thieves and fight crime! But unfortunately, it does not 

really matter if there are two superheroes in Granaat 

Street...

9780799366556 Zackie Mostert en die meisie-moles Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie and Vincent have much better things to do. Who 

wants to listen to silly music all night long and dance 

with silly girls?  But then someone plays a terrible prank 

on Zackie ... and all the girls at school are furious with 

him!

9780799389449 Zackie Mostert Omnibus 1 (5 in 1) Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

For the first time, five of Zackie's insane adventures 

come together in a brilliant, affordable omnibus:1. 

Zackie Mostert and the incredible magic act. 2. Zackie 

Mostert and the (nearly) Very Brilliant Idea. 3. Zackie 

Mostert and the super-terrible kisses.  4. Zackie Mostert 

and the Masked Green Superhero.  5. Zackie Mostert 

and the spooky story

9780799384529 Vakansiepret 'n piekniek op die strand Afrikaans INT Theresa van Baalen Lapa Uitgewers

Jana and Alisha are the best holidaymakers! They are 

looking forward to a wonderful holiday full of fun on 

Dune Bay. The girls decide to keep a picnic on the beach 

- but unfortunately Jana's annoying little brother, Tiaan, 

and his mate Rudie want to come along. Jana knows the 

two boys will spoil their picnic plans! But then the two 

girls hear a strange whining noise between the dunes. 

When they investigated, they discovered a little puppy 

who was hurt and needed their help. Will they be able 

to locate the puppy's owner?



9780799388589 Max die masjien Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

He's rude... and he's Zander's personal bodyguard!  

Zander has never won anything before. That's why he 

was completely surprised when he won the big prize in a 

competition: a real life wrestler !  The wrestler's name is 

Max the Machine. He does not have hair. He does not 

have a neck. But he has muscles. His muscles has 

muscles.

9780799350845 My ouma is 'n rock-ster Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Rikus's grandmother is the lead singer of the popular 

rock band, OUMA! She is on the front pages of 

newspapers and magazines, and goes to parties with 

the state president. She even coloured her hair grass 

green and bought a red sports car! However, it is not 

easy to have the most famous grandmother in the 

country every day, as Rikus finds out when someone 

tries to kidnap his grandmother ...

9780799367195 My ouma is 'n film-ster Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Rikus's grandmother is different from other 

grandmothers. She has her own rock band, her hair is 

green and she plays a role in a brand new movie. But a 

movie set can sometimes be a dangerous place ... Will 

Rikus escape from the jaws of a dangerous villain - and 

save Grandma's career as a movie star?

9780799389272
Leeu wat drukkies gee en ander ware 

dierestories
Afrikaans INT Wendy Maartens Lapa Uitgewers

Meet some brave and interesting animals from all over 

the world! Find out what happened after two friends 

bought a lion in a department store, meet a brave dog 

called Salty, and find out more about the brave rescue 

effort to save Humphrey the whale. This book contains 

six breathtaking true animal stories.

9780799380088 Olivia se olifant Afrikaans INT Sylvia Bishop Lapa Uitgewers

When Olivia Olivier woke up on the morning of her 

tenth birthday, she did not expect to get a very 

confused elephant on her front porch. But that's exactly 

what she discovered there - along with a piece of paper 

stating that she is now the legitimate owner of the 

elephant.  Thus a very unlikely friendship begins. But 

can a little girl and a pretty big elephant learn to stay 

together in a tiny little house?

9780799380798 Volmaan Afrikaans INT Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Get your flash out, creep under the blankets and get 

ready to scream and grin with this thrilling collection of 

stories. For the first time, five of Jaco Jacobs's most 

popular grilling stories appeared in one book



9780799384505
Max die dapper gorilla en ander ware 

dierestories
Afrikaans INT Wendy Maartens Lapa Uitgewers

Meet some brave and interesting animals from all over 

the world! Find out how Max the brave gorilla of the 

Johannesburg Zoo managed to capture a villain, travel 

more than 1 600 kilometers away with Huberta, the 

hippo who decided to explore the country and met a 

nice bat raised by a human mom! This book contains 

five wonderful true animal stories

9781431406661 Klein-handjies-boeke vir babas 2 Afrikaans ECD Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies 2 is a set of board books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. This is the second box set of four from 

Jacana Media and the Little Hands Trust, with a focus on 

vocabulary building and reading for enjoyment. 

Illustrated by Marna Hattingh, the stories are 

accompanied by rich, brightly coloured illustrations that 

will capture a child's attention and imagination. The 

stories are brought to life by well known South African 

writers - Carole Bloch and Zukiswa Wanner.

9781431406555 Klein-handjies-boeke vir babas 1 Afrikaans ECD Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies 1 is a set of board books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. This is the first box set of four from 

Jacana Media and the Little Hands Trust, with a focus on 

vocabulary building and reading for enjoyment.

9781868978434 Jasper: Pret in die park Afrikaans ECD Linda Weber Clever Books
Learn about opposites with Jasper and Bibi as they play 

in the park. 

9781919888477 Besige baba Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Songololo

This Baby and Busy Baby are the first board books in 

English, Afrikaans, Zulu and Xhosa to be developed in 

South Africa for 0-2 year olds. These delightfully 

illustrated fun-to-read texts from South Africa’s leading 

early literacy expert are sure to find their way onto the 

bookshelves of all our babies.

9781919888439 Hierdie baba Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Songololo

This Baby and Busy Baby are the first board books in 

English, Afrikaans, Zulu and Xhosa to be developed in 

South Africa for 0-2 year olds. These delightfully 

illustrated fun-to-read texts from South Africa’s leading 

early literacy expert are sure to find their way onto the 

bookshelves of all our babies.



9780624044871 n Baie lekker dag Afrikaans ECD Ann Walton Tafelberg A very nice day - wordless book

9781920389598 Kleuter se eerste rympies in liedjies Vol.1 Afrikaans ECD Phambili

This useful first booklet encourages babies and toddlers 

to talk, concentrate and learn new words. With 

playfulness of words, rhythm and sounds, parents and 

little ones can enjoy it together. The booklet has a soft 

wipe cover, solid pages and fun color pictures.

9781920679163 Kleuter se eerste rympies in liedjies Vol.2 Afrikaans ECD Phambili

After Volume 1's great success, Rhymes and Songs 

Volume 2 give your toddler loads of fun with words. 

With playfulness of words, rhythm and sounds, parents 

and little ones can enjoy it together. This booklet 

encourages children to talk, concentrate and learn new 

words.

9781920679262 Kleuter se eerste ABC Afrikaans ECD Phambili

In this board book children start their adventure of 

learning to identify sounds and letters. This book has 

beautiful illustrations which is full of humour and fun 

from A to Z!

9781431428038 Klop, klop! Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Hippo and his 

friends, which features animals and what they love to 

do; That's better!, a story about Sipho and his feelings; 

Knock, knock!, dicover what's behind the closed door as 

the child learns to count; and Look at me!, which 

introduces children to varies activities to do. 



9781431428083 Kyk vir my! Afrikaans ECD Sue Kramer Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Hippo and his 

friends, which features animals and what they love to 

do; That's better!, a story about Sipho and his feelings; 

Knock, knock!, dicover what's behind the closed door as 

the child learns to count; and Look at me!, which 

introduces children to varies activities to do. 

9781431428113 Dis beter! Afrikaans ECD William Gumede Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Hippo and his 

friends, which features animals and what they love to 

do; That's better!, a story about Sipho and his feelings; 

Knock, knock!, dicover what's behind the closed door as 

the child learns to count; and Look at me!, which 

introduces children to varies activities to do. 

9781431428007 Seekoei en sy maats Afrikaans ECD Tuelo Gabonewe Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Hippo and his 

friends, which features animals and what they love to 

do; That's better!, a story about Sipho and his feelings; 

Knock, knock!, dicover what's behind the closed door as 

the child learns to count; and Look at me!, which 

introduces children to varies activities to do. 



9781431428144 Gaan! Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Go!, which 

features transportation methods, counting, and sounds; 

I Love Bananas, which highlights foods and variety; Let’s 

Get Ready!, which focuses on getting dressed, preparing 

for the day, and counting; and Play with Me!, which 

introduces children to colors and the concepts of choice 

and play.

9781431428236 Speel saam me my! Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Go!, which 

features transportation methods, counting, and sounds; 

I Love Bananas, which highlights foods and variety; Let’s 

Get Ready!, which focuses on getting dressed, preparing 

for the day, and counting; and Play with Me!, which 

introduces children to colors and the concepts of choice 

and play.

9781431428175 Ek hou van piesangs Afrikaans ECD Zukiswa Wanner Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Go!, which 

features transportation methods, counting, and sounds; 

I Love Bananas, which highlights foods and variety; Let’s 

Get Ready!, which focuses on getting dressed, preparing 

for the day, and counting; and Play with Me!, which 

introduces children to colors and the concepts of choice 

and play.



9781431428205 Kom ons trek aan! Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch Jacana

Little Hands Books for Babies is a series of books 

specially designed to promote and nurture reading from 

early childhood. With a focus on vocabulary building 

and reading for enjoyment, the stories are accompanied 

by rich, brightly colored illustrations that will capture a 

child’s attention and imagination.

The four books included in this set are Go!, which 

features transportation methods, counting, and sounds; 

I Love Bananas, which highlights foods and variety; Let’s 

Get Ready!, which focuses on getting dressed, preparing 

for the day, and counting; and Play with Me!, which 

introduces children to colors and the concepts of choice 

and play.

9780796312266 Skepping, Die - Klassieke bybelverhale Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

9780796312303 Jesus word gebore - Klassieke bybelverhale Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

9780796312273 Noag en die ark- Klassieke bybelverhale Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

9780796312310 Jesus se verhale - Klassieke bybelverhale Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

9780796312297 Daniël en die leeus - Klassieke bybelverhale Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 



9780796312327
Jesus se wonderwerke - Klassieke 

bybelverhale
Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Thoroe Lux Verbi

A series of eight beautiful illustrated Bible stories - four 

from the Old Testament and four from the New 

Testament. They are ideal in the baby carriage, on 

travels and also for bedtime reading. 

9781919888811 Kameelperd se wandeling Afrikaans ECD Jeremy Grimsdell Songololo

Essentially, this is a counting book with an African 

setting, but much more than that! Each number from 1 

to 10 has two African creatures, an animal and a bird, to 

be ‘counted’. Presented in attractive, soft water-colours 

against genuine African bush scenes, the young viewer 

is being subtly trained in observation and How to read a 

picture. Each creature is accurately portrayed: no cute 

caricatures. In the final double-spread of this large-

paged book comes a visual challenge and a delightful 

memory test. 

9781770092853 Drie vriende en 'n taxi Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

A large-paged, picture-book about three animals in 

bright modern clothes catching a taxi to town. A bumpy 

journey past plenty of African scenery. They pay 

different fares and that is why these animals have 

different attitudes towards taxis. Or so the story tells!

9781431423651 Handa se verrassing Afrikaans FOU Eileen Browne Jacana

Handa puts seven delicious fruits in a basket to take to 

her friend, Akeyo. But as she walks, carrying the basket 

on her head, various creatures steal her fruits. Handa 

walks on, wondering which of the fruits her friend will 

like best, oblivious to the fact that her basket is now 

empty. But then, behind her, a goat charges into a 

tangerine tree and fills Handa's basket with the fruit. 

"Hello, Akeyo," she greets her friend. "I've brought you 

a surprise." But when she lifts off her basket, it's Handa 

who gets the biggest surprise. Akeyo, meanwhile, is 

delighted, because tangerines are her favourite fruit!

9781431423491 Kgalagadi-stories Afrikaans INT Hanneke du Preez Jacana

Kgalagadi (Pronounced Ga’laga’di) is the Tswana name 

for the wilderness, which falls within the borders of 

South Africa, Botswana, and Namibia. It is the hunting 

ground of the nomadic Bushmen and the home of the 

several Tswana tribes who call themselves Bakgalagadi 

(people of the wilderness). The author collected the 

stories during her years as a safari guide in Botswana. In 

retelling these stories of the Bushmen the author has 

retained, as far as possible, the essence of the original. 



9781431425341 Hiëna en die sewe bokkies, Die Afrikaans FOU Carole Bloch Jacana

The old folktale of the Wolf at the door, though this 

time it’s a Hyena wearing red trousers and the setting is 

a South African township. Granny Goat leaves her seven 

little kids with strict instructions not to open the door to 

anyone. A bold, effective picture book with an 

important moral.

9781770098558 Nosipho kom om te bly Afrikaans FOU Sarah Oosthuizen Jacana

A girl whose parents have died from AIDS goes to live 

with her grandmother. Kindness and

genuine memories as the creation of a doll restores 

some normality. Perceptive illustrations

of collage, washed colour and crisp line show a genuine 

modern Africa.

9780994694232 Seisone met Flip, Flippie en Vriende, Die Afrikaans FOU Charlotte Ewins Copycat Communications

Flip, Flippie and Friends is a series of early-learning 

children’s books that introduce concepts to South 

African children in a way that is interesting, fun and as 

far as possible in their mother tongue. Flip, the mother 

or teacher figure, takes Flippie and his friends through 

twists and turns as they learn about counting, the 

alphabet, shapes, colours, seasons and opposites.  

9781431401963 Towervis, Die Afrikaans INT Marie Orford Jacana

A poor fisherman and his brother live in a grass hut by 

the sea. One day, the fisherman catches a magic talking 

fish, which he immediately sets free. He tells his brother 

what has happened and his brother demands that he go 

and ask the magic fish for a bigger house. The magic fish 

grants the fisherman's wish. Will his brother be satisfied 

or will he be greedy and ask for more?

9781431400744 Verhaal van Son en Maan, Die Afrikaans FOU Ann Walton Jacana

Discover how Sun came to live in the sky during the day, 

and Moon with her trail of stars came to live in the night-

time sky.

9781431402427 Wie's tog bang vir die donker? Afrikaans FOU Dianne Stewart Jacana

Sanele is afraid of the dark. She hears strange noises 

and can’t sleep. She thinks there are monsters under 

her bed and a lion in the house. What will help Sanele 

sleep at night?



9781920679781 Stories vir 2 jariges (2018 edition) Afrikaans ECD Elmarie Wessels Phambili

Gather round for an exciting storytime with these 

wonderfully original tales, written specially for 2-year-

olds. Join in witha yummy jungle picnic, splash in the sea 

with a panda and explore the garden with the toys in 5 

fantastic adventures to share.

9781920679798 Stories vir 3 jariges (2018 edition) Afrikaans ECD Elmarie Wessels Phambili

Settle down for storytime with these 5 original tales, 

specially for 3-year-olds. Make a mess with the mucky 

monsters, whoosh into outer space and meet new 

friends at playgroup in these wonderful tales that are 

perfect to read together.

9780799380156 Z is vir Zackie: Die Pretpark Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie and Vincent can't wait. They are going to the 

amusement park today! There is a Big Wheel, a Wild 

Wagon and a Ghost Train. But Anton, the school's 

biggest bully, is also at the amusement park. When he 

started teasing Vincent, Zackie decided to teach him a 

lesson!

9780799380187 Z is vir Zackie: Die slymerige slakke Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Mrs Langenhoven's garden is full of snails! Zackie and 

Vincent decide to catch the snails. It's great fun! They 

also get a reward. Mrs Langenhoven bakes them nice 

cookies! But Anton, the bully, wants to eat all the 

cookies ...

9780799380163 Z is vir Zackie: Die tent-avontuur Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie and Vincent are excited. They are camping with 

Zackie's dad. For the whole weekend they will be 

fishing, bird watching and camping around the 

campfire. But Anton and his dad are also camping for 

the weekend. Anton is a bully and he teases other 

children. Will he manage to spoil Zackie and Vincent's 

weekend

9780799384260 Z is vir Zackie: Die vreemde fossiel Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie and Vincent are looking for fossils! Maybe there's 

a T-rex buried in the garden…Or a triceratops...Or a 

stegosaurus in the pavement! Everyone thinks they are 

silly. There are no fossils in Granate Street. But then 

they discover something fantastic!



9780799379006 Z is vir Zackie: Die rowwe resies Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Zackie and Vincent are very excited. The school is going 

to hold a race. They can't wait to participate! But Anton, 

the school's bully, also has a brand new box. And he has 

a nasty plan to make sure Zackie and Vincent don't win 

the race

9781869280895 Peggy se glimlag Afrikaans FOU Kaanitha Cassim New Africa Books

Peggy so much wants to be special and different to all 

the other mice in the playground, and it takes her a 

while to realise how special she really is. 

9781869281007 Laduma Afrikaans FOU Nompumelelo Zama New Africa Books

Peter dreamed of becoming a soccer star. But how 

could he if he didn't even have soccer boots? So Peter 

made a deal with his father. Would Peter be able to 

earn his boots?

9781919876467 Sitronella Afrikaans FOU Carl de Souza David Philip Publishers

Citronella is a little girl who cannot hear, and for whom 

no-one can find a cure. Her family decides to send her 

to Grandpa Tambala, who takes her far, far away to a 

place where you don't only hear with your ears.

9781919876528 Nana en die rusper Afrikaans FOU Ousmane Diarra New Africa Books

If you make fun of others, you will suffer for it one day! 

That’s what happened to Nana when she met the 

enormous caterpillar. But when the caterpillar changes 

into a beautiful butterfly, Nana learns that she too can 

change. Suitable from ages 5 to 8 years. 

9781919876450 Hoekom is ek nie op die foto's nie? Afrikaans FOU Kidi Bebey New Africa Books

Why isn't Titi in the photographs in the family photo 

album? He really wants to know. If he wasn't born yet, 

then where was he? Titi asks many questions to help 

him solve this mystery. 



9781920475154 Smurfies: Nutsman Smurf smurf die weer Afrikaans FOU Francois D. Maree Fantasi

It has been raining for days without ceasing in 

Smurfietown. The Smurfies just don't like this! 

Handyman Smurf has a plan: He builds a huge weather 

machine! But soon there are big problems, because 

Poet Smurf always wants sunshine. And Farmer Smurf? 

Of course he wants rain earlier…

9781920475451 Smurfies: Ruimtesmurf en die Gnoefe Afrikaans FOU Anzelle Hattingh Fantasi

In the evenings, Space Smurf hangs halfway through his 

window and looks dreamily at the stars. He wants to go 

to a space trip one day and visit strange planets. Then 

one day he met the Gnoefe…

9781920475215 Smurfies: Smurfien in die dorp Afrikaans FOU Anzelle Hattingh Fantasi

Who are you? "I'm Smurfien." I've never seen a 

Smurfine! ”Smurfien turned Smurfietown completely on 

his head. Her fine voice and mannerisms are still too 

strange. But what is she actually doing? The Smurfs find 

out just in time!

9781920475178 Smurfies: Die smurfmobiel Afrikaans FOU Francois D. Maree Fantasi

One day, Handyman Smurf decides that there should be 

an easier way to get around than by foot. A strange 

machine emerges roaring from his workshop... 

9781920475192 Smurfies: Spiere Smurf die ridder Afrikaans FOU Anzelle Hattingh Fantasi
Muscles Smurf wishes he is a knight of the Round Table. 

Now he has his chance!

9781920629717 Ouma Ruby se geheim Afrikaans FOU Chris van Wyk Pan Macmillan SA

A picture book story brimming over with South Africa. It 

comes from Chris van Wyk’s much longer book Shirley, 

Goodness and Mercy and it concerns that time of his 

boyhood when his Ouma Ruby took him to a bookshop 

in Johannesburg. Read the book to reveal the secret – 

and rejoice at the accurate detail and sympathetic 

characterisation in the illustrations.



9781485309796 Padda en die voëlgesang Afrikaans FOU Max Velthuijs Protea Boekhuis

One autumn day Frog discovers a blackbird lying 

motionless in the grass. Worried, he asks his friends 

what can be the matter. Very gently and simply, then 

animals begin to understand the meaning of death and 

the beauty of life in this moving story

9781485626718 Mpumi se towerkrale Afrikaans FOU Lebohang Masango David Philip Publishers

Mpumi’s Magic Beads is a delightful story about 

friendship, self-esteem, discovery and beautiful hair in 

the big city of Joburg. It follows the sudden adventures 

of Mpumi, Asante and Tshiamo as they see the world 

around them from new heights and realise all of the fun 

waiting to be discovered outside of their classroom. This 

story is a great read for the whole family, especially 

children aged between 5 – 10 years old. 

9780521726290 Kan jy wriemel? Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Animals grow in different ways. The also move in 

different ways. This enjoyably illustrated book is 

informative and full of words to describe movement.

9780521725156 Is dit veilig? Afrikaans FOU Reviva Schermbrucker Cambridge University Press

A small boy watches his family and wonders where is 

the best place to keep money safe. Everyone has a 

different idea. This leads to considering the purpose of 

money itself. Cheerfully illustrated.

9781920162337 Botsende Buffel Afrikaans FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's books

Bumping Buffalo liked to bump. He had great big horns 

with a huge pad in the middle, just right for bumping the 

other animals. This is the story of how Buffalo went 

looking for trouble and found it! 

9781920162511 Kwaai Krokodil Afrikaans FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's books

Long ago on the Great African Plains, it was so dry 

before the rain came that all the animals were hot, and 

thirsty, and hungry. All, that is, except Cross Crocodile. 

This is the story of how Monkey tricked Crocodile into 

sharing his food with the other animals. 



9781920162450 Ontsaglike olifant Afrikaans FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's books

In the days before the Big Rains, many of the animals 

looked very different. This is the story of how Enormous 

Elephant came to wave his long trunk and swish his long 

tail on the Great Plains.

9781920162399 Verruklike vark Afrikaans FOU Mwenye Hadithi Hodder Children's books

On the Great Grassy African Plain Handsome Hog had a 

beautiful smooth coat and an extremely elegant tail. 

This is the story of how Handsome Hog lost his looks 

and became known as Warthog to the other animals.

9781920247560 Kleine Lucky Lolo en die nare nuweling Afrikaans FOU Adrian Varkel
Giraffe Books part of Pan 

Macmillan

Little Lucky Lolo loved going to school. He loved learning 

from his teacher and seeing his friends. One day a new 

boy joined the class. Khulu was a big boy, a very big boy! 

Khulu eats all Lucky's lunch and takes a soccer ball! 

What could Little Lucky Lolo do? When Khulu ends up in 

trouble, will Lucky help him? 

978192016845
Little Lucky Lolloe en die Cola Cup-

kompetisie
Afrikaans FOU Adrian Varkel

Giraffe Books part of Pan 

Macmillan

Little Lucky Lolo was the smallest boy at school. He 

loved to read, listen to music, and to dance. But most of 

all Little Lucky Lolo loved playing sport, and especially 

soccer. Little Lucky Lolo dreamed that one day he would 

play for his school team in the big Cola Cup 

Competition. Finally, Little Lucky Lolo got his chance. 

But can the smallest boy in school help win the 

township's biggest competition?

9780521724654 Gaap is aansteeklik Afrikaans FOU Beverley Burkett Cambridge University Press

A large frog swallows Baby Busi when her mother is 

working in the fields. Then frog is swallowed by a snake 

which is swallowed by a tall bird which is swallowed by a 

crocodile which then meets a hippo which yawns. The 

habit is catching. All the others yawn too and Baby Busi 

is safely back on her blanket



9780798149167 Harry Potter en die skatte van die dood Afrikaans SEN J.K. Rowling Human & Rousseau

The heart of Book 7 is a hero's mission--not just in 

Harry's quest for the Horcruxes, but in his journey from 

boy to man--and Harry faces more danger than that 

found in all six books combined, from the direct threat 

of the Death Eaters and you-know-who, to the subtle 

perils of losing faith in himself. Attentive readers would 

do well to remember Dumbledore's warning about 

making the choice between "what is right and what is 

easy," and know that Rowling applies the same difficult 

principle to the conclusion of her series. While fans will 

find the answers to hotly speculated questions about 

Dumbledore, Snape, and you-know-who, it is a 

testament to Rowling's skill as a storyteller that even 

the most astute and careful reader will be taken by 

surprise.

9780799342383 Zita Afrikaans INT Anzil Kulsen Lapa Uitgewers

Everything at her new school is strange to Zita. The kids, 

the food, the sport, even the schoolwork. She longed 

for Kieriekroek where she grew up - a place that has so 

many colorful characters. It's just the thought of Waldo 

at the new school that makes Zita smile every time. But 

there is one thing that stands between her and Waldo. 

The same thing that stands between her and her mother 

and between her and the new school.  That's the thing 

with her dad ...

1868572536 Brenda het 'n drakie in haar bloed Afrikaans INT Hyltje Vink Garamond Uitgewers

This a story about Brenda, a three year old ordinary girl 

with HIV. It is a true story that is written down by her 

foster mother. There is one thing that is not so ordinary 

about Brenda, there is a little dragon in her blood. The 

dragon is called HIV and has to remain sleeping. 

9781919876481 Modjadji die reënkoningin Afrikaans INT Donvé New Africa Books

Based on African legend, this title tells the story of 

Modjadji's arrival in drought-stricken Venda, where the 

young children have never seen rain. To everyone's 

delight, Modjadji uses her magical powers to produce 

rain. Soon the land turns green, and the people of 

Venda are healthy and happy again. 

1868571807 Opstaan! Afrikaans ECD Ian Lusted Garamond Uitgewers

Bold pictures on plain colour pages show two children 

getting up, dressing, having breakfast, playing, listening 

to a story and heading back to bed. Very simple.



9780799358735 Trein na Kalkbaai Afrikaans FOU Graham Isaacs Lapa Uitgewers

This lovely, truly South African picture book tells the 

story of an exciting day in the lives of a Cape Town 

family. It is the day after Christmas and Graham and his 

family are spending the day on the beach. On the way 

there, Graham and his brother, sister and cousin call out 

the names of the stations they pass: “Bonteheuwel! 

Langa! Pinelands! Ndabeni! Maitland!” It turns into the 

kind of day you never, never, never want to forget – a 

day filled with sunshine, sandcastles, songs by the Cape 

minstrels ... and, to top up all off, watermelon and ice 

cream for dessert!

0620116455/AFRI Mondi en die Tower-disablare Afrikaans INT Karen Press Room to Read

One day there was a little boy named Mondi, who lived 

in Nyanga, at the foot of the majestic Table Mountain. 

One night he met the custodian of the Mountain Secrets 

who gave him three magic disa leaves. With that he has 

three wishes. He has to choose how to use it. He can 

bring sadness into his life by using them foolishly, or he 

can use them wisely and plant the seeds of goodness 

and wisdom. What is he going to choose?

9781431404261 Veewagtertjie, Die Afrikaans INT Niki Daly Jacana

Malusi is a herd boy who tends to his grandfather’s 

sheep and goats among the mountains of the Transkei. 

High above, eagles fly while on the ground below, 

beetles crawl, termites scurry and dust flies as Malusi 

plays games of stick-fighting with his friend. But there’s 

danger too…

Can Malusi save his lambs from the hungry baboon 

who’s stalking the flock?

9781920271121 Nelson Mandela long pad na vryheid Afrikaans INT Chris van Wyk Macmillan Children's Books

Nelson Mandela (1918-2013) is a true hero of our times, 

loved and admired across the globe. This children's 

book tells the story of his life, from his carefree days as 

an ordinary village boy to his unflinching leadership of 

the ANC, the long years in prison under the apartheid 

regime and his eventual freedom, ending with his 

extraordinary elevation to President of South Africa in 

1994. The book is full of facts and information, which 

children aged 7 to 12 will find interesting.

1868572323 Lied van ses voëls, Die Afrikaans INT Rene Deetlefs Garamond Uitgewers

Wishing to make beautiful music with the flute that was 

given to her by her mother, young Lindiwe captures the 

songs of six different birds in her flute and shares the 

irresistible tune with the people of her African village.



9780624039044 Vlieg, arend, vlieg hoog! Afrikaans INT Christopher Gregorowski Tafelberg

Fly, Eagle, Fly! is a stirring tale of hope, written by by 

Christopher Gregorowski for his dying child. The basic 

parable tells of an African farmer who finds an 

abandoned eagle chick and takes it back to his farm. As 

the young eagle grows up among the chickens, it 

imagines that it is a chicken. A friend of the farmer 

notices the now grown eagle and tries to persuade the 

bird to fly, but fails twice. For third attempt, the friend 

persuades the farmer to carry the bird to the top of a 

mountain in the darkness of night. As th dawn rises, the 

eagle spreads its great wings, launches itself forward, 

and flies ... 

9781770095830 Nyama en die eland Afrikaans INT Dorothy Kowen Jacana

This is the coming-of-age story of Nyama, a young San 

girl. As she listens to her grandmother's traditional 

stories. She takes part in a traditional ceremony that 

leads her on her own journey to finding out more about 

herself and her people.

9781869143022 Stories uit Afrika Afrikaans INT Gcina Mhlophe UKZN Press

This folklore story collection offers a feast of enjoyment 

for young South African readers. Ten enchanting tales, 

steeped in the imaginative richness of African 

storytelling: Where did the first stories in the world 

come from? How did little Tortoise win the respect of all 

the other animals? Who was Nanana Bo Sele Sele and 

what happened when she built her house in the middle 

of the animals' road? Why was young Crocodile so 

determined to get hold of Monkey's heart? ...

9781869143046 Ons towerstories Afrikaans INT Gcina Mhlophe UKZN Press

Stories with magic inspire us to believe in hope and 

dreams. How will anyone recognize 'real life' miracles if 

they have not learned about magic from stories? Our 

Story Magic is a collection of enchanting and compelling 

African folklore tales written for children. Read and 

share these stories with the love that went into the 

writing of them. Some of the magical titles in this 

collection include: Sun and the Moon, Queen of the 

Tortoises, Moonlight Magic, Dad Is Eating Ashes, The 

Singing Dog, Jojelas Wooden Spoon, and Sunset Colors. 

9781485626312 Onder my vel Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

When we meet someone, one of the things we notice is 

the colour of their skin. But what can someone's skin 

colour tell us about them? Despite what some people 

say, your skin means very little! Inside we're all the 

same. 



9781770099135 Vlieër vlieg oor Afrika, 'n Afrikaans FOU William Gumede Jacana

This richly illustrated book tells the story of how Andile 

and his father make a beautiful kite. While flying the 

kite, its string breaks releasing the kite and taking 

readers on an epic journey across Africa. From the 

thundering Victoria Falls and the snow tops of 

Kilimanjaro, to the Sahara deserts and ancient Egyptian 

Pyramids, follow the kite’s flight over some of the great 

landmarks of Africa!

9781920271244 Doel! Afrikaans INT Mina Javaherbin Pan Macmillan SA

In a dusty township in South Africa, Ajani and his friends 

have earned a brand-new, federation-size soccer 

ball. They kick. They dribble. They run. They score. 

These clever boys are football champions! But when a 

crew of bullies tries to steal their ball, will Ajani and his 

friends be able to beat them at their own game?

9780796052483 Wie verf die hemel? Boek 6 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796057044
Kyk hoe groot het ek geword! Boek 20 

(Groot boek)
Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796057037 Vieringe Boek 19 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796057020
Dis cool om koel te bly! Boek 18 (Groot 

boek)
Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.



9780796056993
Kom ons hou Suid-Afrika skoon Boek 15 

(Groot boek)
Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796056986
Kom ons maak 'n tuin Boek 14 (Groot 

boek)
Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796054654 Lewensiklusse Boek 12 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796052513 Voetspore Boek 9 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796057013 Seisoene Boek 17 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796052568 Ek sorg vir myself Boek 11 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.



9780796052551 Brrr! Dis koud buite! Boek 10 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796052506 Waar is my nek? Boek 8 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796057006 Waai windjie waai! Boek 16 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796052490 Boodskappe Boek 7 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796052445
Kom ons speel "huis-huis" Boek 5 (Groot 

boek)
Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796045645 Kyk wat ek kan doen Boek 2 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.



9780796056979 Plons! Plas! Boek 13 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780799377156 Rooi hen, Die (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

One day the red hen decided to bake bread but all farm 

animals seem too lazy to help her. The red hen decides 

to do everything herself... The simple, repetitive 

language makes this well-known farm story perfect for 

helping your child read.

9780799377163 Teddie se piekniek (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Jaco Jacobs Lapa Uitgewers

Reading is fun with this cute teddy bear adventure! ... 

The simple, repetitive language makes this well-known 

farm story perfect for helping your child read.

9781431402090 Thando Rocker Afrikaans INT Dorothy Kowen Jacana

A story with verse text about a soccer ball. Thando’s ball 

is eventually chosen to be the match ball at Cape Town 

Stadium. Lilt and jingle in the wording, but not much of 

a story.

9780799345247 Mensgemaakte wonders van Afrika Afrikaans SEN Dawid van Lill Lapa Uitgewers

Man-made Wonders of Africa is the long awaited sequel 

to Wonders of Africa and also the fourth in the Amazing-

series by Dawid van Lill.

9780799346039 Afrika feit, fiksie of fabel Afrikaans SEN Rob Marsh Lapa Uitgewers

Africa: fiction, fact or fable takes a look at the unique 

things, places, people and even animals in Africa. This 

interesting and factual book in encyclopedic format will 

appeal to both the general and academic market. 

Containing information on all the UNESCO World 

Heritage sites in Africa (a total of 73) as well as a 

collection of the noteworthy or strange.



9780798155557 Baasspeuder Blomkvist Afrikaans SEN Astrid Lindgren Human & Rousseau

His father wants him to take his business one day, but 

Kalle Blomkvist has other plans. He's going to be 

detective, or nothing! Sherlock Holmes, Hercules Poirot, 

Lord Peter Wimsey. Kalle has not yet had the 

opportunity to try his detective skills. The worst thing 

that still happened on Southern Mountain was that 

Japie Stompvoet stole the collection box from the 

conservancy on a Sunday! But when his friend Eva-

Lotta's uncle, Einar, appears on the scene...

9781431425426 Refilwe Afrikaans FOU Zukiswa Wanner Jacana

Zukiswa Wanner brings young readers a retelling of the 

classic fairy tale, Rapunzel, with a uniquely South 

African twist. Refilwe is the story of the dreadlocked 

beauty who is stuck in a cave on top of a mountain 

awaiting her prince, Tumi. This take on the classic tale 

will have the children chanting, “Refilwe, Refilwe let 

down your locks . . . So I can climb the scraggy rocks!” 

1868571890 Kassie se glimlag Afrikaans ECD Ian Lusted Garamond Uitgewers

Sam is an African boy who has lost his smile. Ice cream, 

toys, clothes, even TV fail to cheer him up. So his 

parents give him a big hug. And Sam smiles! Such a 

simple story. Ideal for very small children. Ian Lusted’s 

clear, bold illustrations are similar to the style of Dick 

Bruna: simple outline on single colour backgrounds. A 

clear message that love is more important than 

belongings.

9781920629465 Diensvoertuie Afrikaans ECD Sarah Powell Priddy Books
With flaps to lift and steps to page easily, this book is 

ideal for children who adore service vehicles!

9781920660345 Gestewelde Kat, Die Afrikaans FOU Madeleine Mansiet Fantasi

A fantasy world, beautifully illustrated and summarized 

in a series of six classic stories for young and old. Being 

carried on a fantastic journey to the imaginary world. 

One day, long, long ago ...

9781920389321 Orang-Oetangs in gevaar Afrikaans INT Phambili

The book is suitable for children who can read alone and 

independently. It contains challenges in the form of new 

vocabulary used with old-fashioned words.



9781920389093 Prehistoriese vlieёnde reuse Afrikaans FOU Phambili

These non-fiction reading books help your children get 

the most out of their reading experience through user-

friendly features. This includes a table of contents, 

questions and a glossary.

9781920389086 Plantetende Dinosourusse Afrikaans FOU Phambili

These non-fiction reading books help your children get 

the most out of their reading experience through user-

friendly features. This includes a table of contents, 

questions and a glossary.

9781415110867 Mini reeks van sprokies: Raponsie Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing
Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age

9781415110911
Mini reeks van sprokies: Die klein 

meerminnetjie
Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing

Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age

9781415110850
Mini reeks van sprokies: Die gestewelde 

kat
Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing

Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age

9781415110881
Mini reeks van sprokies: Die skone 

Slaapster
Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing

Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age



9781415110836 Mini reeks van sprokies: Hansie en Grietjie Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing
Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age

9781415111451
Mini reeks van sprokies: Die suen wat wolf 

geroep het
Afrikaans FOU Chart Studio Publishing

Promotes linguistic learning through storytelling and by 

reading children's books appropriately for reading age

9780799362466 Ek voel bang Afrikaans FOU Trace Moroney Lapa Uitgewers
Everyone is afraid of things, like dangerous animals! But 

many other things aren't really as scary as they seem.

9780799344004 Ek voel liefde Afrikaans FOU Trace Moroney Lapa Uitgewers
It is wonderful to feel loved. It makes you feel warm and 

safe.

9781770075320 Pappa gaan trou Afrikaans FOU Jennifer Moore-Mallinos Struik Publishers

Children of divorced parents are sometimes confused or 

troubled when one parent decides to remarry. This 

book offers them reassurance. The sensitively 

written Let's Talk About It Books encourage preschool-

age and early-grades children to explore their feelings, 

and speak openly to a parent or other trusted adult 

about things that trouble them. Each title discusses a 

particular concern or anxiety that children often 

encounter in the course of growing up. All books in this 

series have appealing color illustrations on every page, 

and are available in both English and Spanish language 

editions. A short section at the back of each book offers 

advice to parents.



9781770074941
Toe my ouers vergeet het hoe om vriende 

te wees
Afrikaans FOU Jennifer Moore-Mallinos Struik Publishers

Young children become confused and hurt when their 

parents constantly argue, then decide to divorce. This 

sensitively written book assures boys and girls that 

children are in no way responsible for their parents' 

inability to get along together. It lets kids know that 

although one parent chooses to move away from the 

home, both parents continue to love their little boy or 

girl. Both Mom and Dad will continue to spend happy 

times with them. Even very young children have 

concerns and anxieties, and Let's Talk About It! books 

are written and illustrated especially for them. Parents 

are advised to read these books aloud while their 

preschooler listens and looks at illustrations of the boys 

and girls in each story. Many children in early grades will 

be able to read the stories for themselves. Let's Talk 

About It! books encourage children to explore their 

feelings, and then to speak openly about things that 

trouble them.

9781869034863 Khushu Khushu Multilingual FOU Juta Gariep
Khushu Khushu is a collection of rhymes for all the 

children of Southern Africa.

9780799391046
Nelson Mandela 

(English/Xhosa/Zulu/Afrikaans)
Multilingual FOU Izak de Vries LAPA Publishers

Nelson Mandela Centenary Publication. On 18 July 1918 

Rolihlahla Mandela was born in Mvezo near Umtata. 

Nelson Mandela became president and he served our 

country for five years. Nelson Mandela died on 5 

December 2013.

9781919764481
African Myths and Legends (English, 

isiXhosa, isiZulu, Setswana, Afrikaans) 
Multilingual INT François Maree Fantasi Books 

These ancient African stories, carried over from 

generation to generation, contain magical, romantic and 

mysterious qualities equaling the best of European fairy-

tales. Enjoy the art of African story-telling! 

9780799347456
UTshepo Mde - Groot genoeg 

(isiXhosa/Afrikaans)
Multilingual FOU Mhlobo Jadezweni LAPA Publishers

Mhle lo mthi. Mde kamnandi. Tshepo wens hy kan 'n 

boom word. Want 'n boom is baie hoog. (Tshepo wish 

he could become a tree. Because a tree is very high.)



9780795701627 Rights of a Child, The Multilingual All Tyrone Appolis et al. Kwela Books

Based on the Universal Declaration of the Rights of the 

Child, this beautiful volume presents the 10 rights of 

children worldwide. Exploring the basic needs of 

children—including affection, protection, shelter, food, 

and education—this summary illustrates the rights in all 

11 official languages of South Africa.

9780620345460
11 South African Folk Tales Official 

Languages
Multilingual INT

Aré Van Schalkwyk, Reuben 

Matemane
Zytek Publishing (Pty) Ltd

11 newly-written South African folk tales, each 

representing the vernacular of one of our 11 official 

languages and accompanied by an English translation, 

celebrate our 11 years of democracy and cultural 

diversity as a nation. 

9781431423064 Werner en die wildewragtigs Afrikaans FOU Niki Daly Jacana

How do you deal with a bunch of "wild ones" on your 

first day at school? Nicholas is faced with a gang of 

bullies including big Charlie, mean Jake, Wedgie Reggie 

and, worst of all, their girl leader, Cindy Crocker. But 

through a combination of artistic talent and 

inventiveness Nicholas eventually wins the admiration 

of the wild ones and makes a surprising new friend.

9781431424160 Karel die krokodil Afrikaans FOU Dianne Stewart Jacana

When Lyle, the Crocodile had terrible toothache, his 

friends took him to Dr Molar, the dentist, but he 

couldn’t help him. Neither could Dr Canine. How did Lyle 

eventually get help for his toothache?

9781431426744 Gouelokkies en die Drie Renosters Afrikaans FOU Joan Rankin Jacana

Goldilocks was not supposed to be in the forest alone, 

but she didn’t always do as she was told. Join Goldilocks 

as she stumbles across the Rhino family’s home, 

unknowingly dabbling in their daily activities, and the 

hilarity that follows. This classic tale is brought to life 

through magical illustrations by Joan Rankin. Goldilocks 

is retold with an African flair, to inspire and grow a love 

of reading in our children.

9781770098145 Goue geskenk, Die Afrikaans FOU Dorothy Kowen Jacana

Here are all the ingredients of a classic fairy tale: a 

curse, a lucky gold pebble, an inquisitive little girl and, of 

course, a happy ending. The South African characters 

who help the girl along the way include traditional tribal 

people praying for rain, a friendly chameleon, and a 

misunderstood tokoloshe—a small ugly gremlin from 

African folklore.



9781431400751 Verlore Bal, Die Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

Two Nguni cow characters want to play a game of 

football but the ball has gone missing. Lots of searching 

in strange places before it is found. Much visual 

amusement.

9781431425044 Wilde Wollabol, Die Afrikaans FOU Mwenye Hadithi Jacana

A muddy baby elephant goes to sleep under a tall 

Cottonseed tree, where the leopard’s child has been 

bouncing all night. It wakes up as a giant white fluffy ball 

and doesn’t recognise itself. The animals come one by 

one and pull and lick and tug, trying to figure out what it 

is.

9781431408085 Ek weet dit! Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

Continuing the Bester sisters’ beloved Cool Nguni series, 

I Know That follows Gaps, the Nguni calf, as he 

introduces his friend, the youngest Cattle Egret, to the 

library. The little Cattle Egret is anxious for Gaps to think 

of him as smart, and every chance he gets he claims to 

know almost everything about everything! But when 

Gaps shows him the exciting world of reading and 

books, the Egret discovers that there is so much more to 

get from learning than just shouting “I know that!” A 

book that truly celebrates and encourages a love of 

reading – this book should be in every library.

9781431424399 Mnr Haas ontmoet Mnr Mandela Afrikaans INT Chris van Wyk Jacana

Mr Hare finds a R200 note on his doorstep. When he 

turns the note over he sees Mr Mandela’s face and 

decides to brave the big city of Johannesburg to return 

it to Mr Mandela. But Mr Hare cannot read and he 

comes across many people along the way who want to 

get their hands on Mr Mandela’s money. Mr Hare also 

cannot work out why the note keeps changing colour!

9781770097339 Iets om jou mee besig te hou Afrikaans FOU Ann Walton Jacana

Using rhythmic text to help build children’s reading 

skills, combined with gorgeous illustrations, Iets om Jou 

mee Besig te Hou tells the charming story of how 

sharing a book can brighten your day.



9781431423590 Musiek van Afrika, Die Afrikaans FOU Wendy Hartmann Jacana

The African Orchestra lyrically captures the magic of the 

African sounds of nature. From the clicking of crickets to 

the crackle of the fire, follow the journey 

that celebrates these sounds, in the rhythm and music 

of Africa.“Cicadas, crickets, beetles and frogs Seedpods, 

cocoons, hollowed out logs Crackling fires, the patter of 

rain Thundering hooves on the African plain. Birds in the 

air, in the trees – on the trees Wind in the grass, 

through the leaves – over sand. In the beginning, when 

all things began, These were the sounds which were 

music to man.”

9781770099425
Klein dogtertjie wat nie wou grootword 

nie, Die
Afrikaans INT Véronique Tadjo Jacana

Little Ayanda loves her father so dearly that when he 

disappears, she decides never to grow up. When her 

mother gets sick, she changes her mind and grows 

bigger to help her family, but unexpected trouble in the 

village tests just how big and brave Ayanda can be. A 

retelling of a beloved children's fable, this story reflects 

African contexts while maintaining the universal appeal 

of the original.

9781431425297 Gryskoppe by die deur, Die Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

Early one morning three tired, dirty, hungry elders – 

Blessing, Wisdom and Love – knock on the door of a 

family home. The family wishes to invite them in but 

they can only choose one visitor to enter their home. 

Which of the three do they pick?

9781431402373 Hoekom Hond so bang is vir storms Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

Have you ever wondered why dogs are so afraid of 

thunder storms? Do you ask yourself why their eyes 

grow wild, why they shiver and shake and hide away? 

Find out how the mischievous cattle trick Dog into 

letting them out of their kraal.

9781770099494 Drie Bokramme, Die Afrikaans INT Carole Bloch Jacana

Three hungry goats roam the South African landscape 

where, just across the bridge, there is a koppie—a small 

hill in the midst of the land—that is covered in sweet, 

green grass and would be delicious to eat. They’re too 

afraid of the fierce monster that lives beneath the 

bridge to cross, until one day they are hungry enough to 

try. Each goat must test their bravery and attempt 

outsmarting the monster, or else be gobbled up. A 

retelling of a beloved children's fable, this story reflects 

African contexts while maintaining the universal 

qualities of the original.



9781431424511 Swemmie Afrikaans FOU Leo Lionni Jacana

International best-selling children’s classic reprinted 

after 53 years. Deep in the sea there lives a happy 

school of little fish. Their watery world is full of 

wonders, but there is also danger, and the little fish are 

afraid to come out of hiding ... until Swimmy comes 

along. Swimmy shows his friends how – with ingenuity 

and team work – they can overcome any danger. With 

its graceful text and stunning artwork, this Caldecott 

Honor Book deserves a place on every child’s shelf. 

9781770092754 Cool Nguni, Die Afrikaans FOU Maryanne Bester Jacana

The first of several picture books featuring Nguni cattle. 

This has simple text which is about variations of colours 

and patterns on cattle rather than a story. Fascinating, 

all the same with plenty of detail to explore in the large 

colour pictures. Star cattle. Or, as you might say, real 

cool cattle!

9781770099357 Klein Rooi Hennetjie, Die Afrikaans INT Margie Orford Jacana

Little Red Hen is feeling peckish and decides to make 

bread. She makes a list of what she needs and sets out 

into the sunny morning. She asks her friends for help 

but they all say no! Will she have to do everything by 

herself?

9781431426959 Singende klip, Die Afrikaans FOU Wendy Hartmann Jacana

When storm holds her stone and sings, everyone in the 

village stops to listen. But when she is tempted to sing 

songs that can control the wind, waves and the entire 

ocean, things go wrong. With her brothers and all the 

other fishermen lost at sea, will she be able to undo the 

things that she has done? 

9781431427048 Anna dra water Afrikaans FOU Olive Senior Jacana

Anna fetches water from the spring every day, but she 

can’t carry it on her head like her older brothers and 

sisters. In this charming and poetic family story, 

Commonwealth Prize-winning author Olive Senior 

shows young readers the power of determination, as 

Anna achieves her goal and overcomes her fear.

9781431422746 Hier is die kuiken Afrikaans FOU Wendy Hartmann Jacana

This is a story of a tiny guinea fowl chick that hatches 

early one morning and lets out a ‘cheep’. The other 

animals in the bush take fright and chaos ensues. 



9781431424566 Frederik Afrikaans FOU Leo Lionni Jacana

Winter is coming, and all the mice are gathering food ... 

except for Frederick. The mice are not happy with 

Frederick who seems to daydream and doesn’t help 

them enough. But as it becomes cold, and food gets 

scarce, the mice gather together around Frederick, 

whose stories warm their hearts and spirits.

9781431425228 Nyambura wag vir die bus Afrikaans FOU Cath Alexander Jacana

Nyambura is going to visit her Gogo! She arrives at the 

bustling market place to find that she is last in the 

queue and that the bus has not yet arrived. While she 

waits for the bus, Nyambura remembers the fun things 

that she and her Gogo have done together. Meanwhile, 

the queue of people is getting shorter and shorter 

because of disaster that strikes each of the waiting 

passengers. Will Nyambura’s generous spirit help them 

to get on the bus in time?

9781431423408 Dudu se mandjie Afrikaans INT Dianne Stewart Jacana

When Dudu finishes weaving her first basket, by 

the light of the plump full moon, her uncle Jojo tells 

her that a first basket should always be given away 

... Baskets, woven from locally sourced materials 

are widely used and re-used in African society. 

9781431425266 Hoera! Thoko Afrikaans INT Niki Daly Jacana

Here comes Thoko! Thoko is resourceful! Thoko is full of 

fun! Thoko is kindhearted! Niki Daly makes reading 

about life as a kid entertaining and realistic with his 

delightful new local heroine, Thoko. Thoko skips 

through life, leaving behind a trail of laughter and a few 

frowns. She will become your new favourite friend. This 

is the first book in the Thoko series with four easy-to-

read stories. 

9781431426911 Aitsa! Thoko Afrikaans INT Niki Daly Jacana

Here comes Thoko again! Thoko is resourceful! Thoko is 

full of fun! Thoko is kind-hearted! Thoko skips through 

life, leaving behind a trail of laughter. With adorable 

illustrations and four heart-warming easy-to-read 

stories, Niki Daly has created a second book about 

Thoko – who is sure to become one of his most beloved 

characters.

9781431407743 Fielies en Pote Afrikaans INT Gerard Sekoto Jacana

Shorty and Billy Boy tells the tale of two troublesome 

dogs whose thieving ways take them to the far-away 

town of Porcupine Hills. Here they meet all sorts of 

interesting characters, but continue their mischief until 

Billy Boy is caught red-handed and sent to jail. Here he 

dreams about the kindness of others, and comes to 

realize that good deeds are the true measure of 

freedom.



9781431425839 Toutrek Afrikaans FOU Naomi Howarth Jacana

Tortoise is on the hunt for a friend, but only encounters 

huge Elephant and Hippo, who are mean about his small 

size and wrinkly skin. But though Tortoise isn’t big, he is 

certainly brainy! He sets out to show Elephant and 

Hippo that biggest doesn’t mean best by challenging 

them to a tug of war. They sneeringly accept … but little 

do they know that they have really agreed to fight each 

other! 

9781431421220 Baie dankie, Jackson Afrikaans FOU Niki and Jude Daly Jacana

Jackson the donkey works very hard, carrying loads of 

mealies, carrots and potatoes up the hill to the market 

every week, from the little farm where he lives with the 

farmer, his wife Beauty and his son Goodwill. But one 

day Jackson just stops halfway up the hill. The farmer 

pushes him, pulls him, shouts at him. But Jackson WILL 

NOT BUDGE.

9780796045669 Huise Boek 4 (Groot boek) Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796045652 Kom ons speel wegkruipertjie Boek 3 Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9780796045638 Nuwe begin, 'n Boek 1 Afrikaans FOU Judy Scholtz Shuter & Shooter

Use these easy-to-see BIG Books in your classroom 

where everyone can follow and enjoy the adventures of 

Emily and Kuhle.

9781869281229 Wat sien ek wat vlieg? Afrikaans FOU Reviva Schermbrucker David Philip Publishers

What do I hear? What do I smell? What do I taste? 

What do I love to touch? This book provides a fun-filled 

and entertaining look at the world around us. Young 

readers will enjoy its humour. 



9781485601593 Hoe Dassie gemis het on sy stert te kry Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

All was well in the big, big forest. The King of the 

animals was very happy; his subjects were happy and 

they served him so well that the King asked himself: 

“My, my, what can I do to make my people happier 

still?” But one of the animals misses out.  

9781485620044 Wrede Koning Lewe, Die Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

The old, cruel king was dead. All over the kingdom there 

were celebrations, for no one had loved the king. Some 

said they had praised him, fearing what he might do to 

them. The old, cruel king was dead; hope rose like a 

pillar, sturdy and strong; it climbed up, up, up to highest 

heavens. There would be kindness in the land. There 

would be love and honour for all. There would be 

happiness in abundance; poverty, abuse and disease 

would be no more. Or so they thought…

9781485601487 Gulsige man, gawe rots Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

In a land not so far away and not that long ago, 

Hlohlesakhe and his family lived happily, until a terrible 

drought came to the land. People went hungry and 

starved until they got so thin you could count the ribs of 

a grown man through his clothes. One day, while he was 

desperately looking for something to take home to feed 

his family, Hlohlesakhe wandered deep into the forest in 

search of roots and berries ...

9780521725613 Perfekte ek Afrikaans FOU Martie Preller Cambridge University Press

Brother is messy and untidy; sister is neat, clean, tidy. 

He realises something is wrong and does try to make 

himself a bit less grubby. But they are two different 

characters, so not much is going to change! What’s 

important is “being me”.

9780521724319 Dorothea se besoek Afrikaans FOU Sally Ward Cambridge University Press

Farida prepares for a visit from Dorothy, though she 

imagines Dorothy will be an elephant who will eat 

everything and flatten a lot. When Dorothy arrives, she 

is a little girl “just like me!” Happiness well expressed in 

lively pictures.

9780521725057 Twee beste vriende Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Two best friends get stuck in a hole they have dug. The 

situation tests out their characters and how they are 

different, and the qualities of people. Basic number 

concepts are included in the storytelling.



9780521723350 n Goeie plan Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Four friends have clashing ideas and it needs combined 

group work to achieve a result. The kind of logical 

thinking, including measurements, which is needed in 

mathematics.

9780521723015 Mama Mabena se towerslag Afrikaans FOU Dianne Hofmeyr Cambridge University Press

A picture-book based on mixing primary colours to 

make green, purple and orange, but transformed into 

Ndebele-style house-painting and the magic of art itself. 

Glorious colours and geometric shapes frame a story of 

helpfulness. The glowing pictures do full justice to the 

visual story.

9780521726733 Ek is baie soos jy Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Fictional story of a girl living with HIV, but still able to 

have a life much the same as her friends. She has to be 

careful, because of the virus in her blood. A simple 

starting point for discussion about AIDS and infectious 

diseases, as well as hygiene and sensible diet.

9780521724517 Klein verlore bokkie, Die Afrikaans FOU

Amanda Jesperson, Sive 

Sonto, Caroline Mjindi, 

Brian Prehn

Cambridge University Press

A goat is not the best animal to have in the house. 

Xolani tries to find a home for what appears to be a lost 

goat. Plenty of amusing disturbance before the right 

home is found. Clear, cheerful artwork

9780521724210 Krokodil se seer tand Afrikaans FOU

Fundisile Gwazube, Lulu 

Khumalo, Linda Pantsi and 

Nompulelo Yako

Cambridge University Press

A delightful animal story with striking pictures of 

Crocodile’s pain and all the sympathetic animals. Bird 

acts as a dentist, though he is nearly swallowed in the 

process. Watch out, though: Crocodile is now hungry!

9780521723640 Trek, Die Afrikaans FOU
Daphne Paizee and Kerry 

Saadien- Raad
Cambridge University Press

All the upheaval as a family makes the decision to move 

to a brand new house – and one son isn’t sure it’s a 

good idea. But he warms to it as they work their way 

through the plans of their new house, visiting the 

building site, packing belongings, and The Move itself. 

The concepts covered include time, distance, sorting, 

measuring, position.



9780521722810 Baba Apie se piesangs Afrikaans FOU Sue Hepker Cambridge University Press

A small money loves bananas but he keeps losing half of 

what is left. An amusing tale which involves sharing and 

dividing as well as plenty of visual humour.

9780521723152 Hou die kleingeld! Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

It's Ryan's lucky day when a one hundred rand note falls 

into his hands. Ryan knows just what he wants to do 

with it and this sets up a chain of events where his 

family and friends buy gifts for themselves and also for 

their loved ones. Ryan is surprised at the end of the 

story when his generosity in sharing the money benefits 

him in the end. The main Mathematics themes in this 

story are those of money, buying and working out 

change

9780521726191 Meer as jammer Afrikaans FOU Reviva Schermbrucker Cambridge University Press

A group of young bullies who feel sorry for the way they 

have behaved. But their attempts to put matters right 

are not well received. The story emphasis the difficulty 

in working out solutions together, especially regarding 

behaviour.

9780521722919 Kaas! Heerlike kaas! Afrikaans FOU Sue Hepker Cambridge University Press

Mice quarrel over delicious cheese – but they are not 

the only ones interested. The story involves dividing, 

counting and the passage of time. Together with a fun 

story and lively pictures.

9780521724067 Verkleurmannetjie se slim toertjie Afrikaans FOU
Monika Hollemann and 

Helen Pooler
Cambridge University Press

Colour changes by Chameleon introduce colour words, 

which prove amusing to Mouse, with one more trick 

which saves Mouse from a cat. Clever, amusing artwork.

9780521723251 Sandkasteelkompetisie, Die Afrikaans FOU Kerry Saadien-Raad Cambridge University Press

Three groups of children on a sunny beach building 

sandcastles. They have different containers providing 

assorted sand shapes, as well as choices to make in 

construction. A cheerful holiday situation, full of colour.



9780521723541 Reis, Die Afrikaans FOU
Daphne Paizee and Kerry 

Saadien- Raad
Cambridge University Press

A family goes on a journey by train, then taxi with plenty 

of places and people to see. Along the way come such 

concepts as comparing sizes, cost and capacity. Lively, 

enjoyable artwork.

9781431428694 Ouma se Lysie Afrikaans FOU Portia Dery Jacana

Fatima is determined to save the day. She will help 

Gogo with her to-do list and everyone will realise that 

she is a big girl now!  But things don't go exactly as she 

expected…

9781431428724 Son se groot geskenk, Die Afrikaans FOU Dianne Stewart Jacana

All Thulani wants is a simple life basking in the sun. Tired 

of milking the cow, he exchanges it for a goat…the goat 

for a sheep…the sheep for three geese…until all he has 

left is a pocket of sunflower seeds!  But the sunflower 

seeds feed the hens, the hens lay more eggs than ever, 

and before long Thulani is enjoying the gift of his new-

found fortune.

9781920475383 123 met Gans Afrikaans ECD Laura Wall Fantasi Books 

Om van syfers en kleure te leer in hierdie vrolike 

kartonboeke is hope pret met Gans in die omtrek om te 

help.

1868437280 Prinses van die Park Afrikaans INT Freda Linde Anansi 

Phinias, a caretaker in a park, flies with a crane whose 

existence is threatened by a important visitor who has 

no respect for nature.

1868433706 Bo in 'n boom Afrikaans FOU James Marshall Anansi 

Lolly is much too busy sunning herself to help Sam and 

Spider build a tree house. So when they are finished, 

they don't want to let her play in it. But Lolly says she 

knows a good story to tell, and soon the three friends 

are gathered in the tree house. Who will tell the best 

story?



187488515X Vyf Zoeloe verhale Afrikaans INT Kathleen Arnott Anansi 

These five stories from the tradition of Zulu folklore 

have a special charm.                                                            

An unusual frog at a shining lake carves him a woman 

from a piece of wood. She comes alive and is so 

beautiful that the chief wants her as his wife.

1868431924 Spinnerak Gordyn, Die-'n Kersverhaal Afrikaans INT
Jenny Koralek / Pauline 

Baynes
Anansi 

To hide the Holy family on Christmas night from Herod's 

soldiers, a selfless spider spins an exquisite web. Her 

cobweb curtain saves them and begins the tradition of 

decorating Christmas trees with tinsel.

0947454098 Kat wat gesing het, Die Afrikaans INT Nonny Hogrogian Anansi 
A cat who loves to sing trades one thing for another 

until he finally gains a mandolin

1868437078 Stille Nag Afrikaans ECD Anansi 

Silent night is probably one of the most famous songs in 

the world - known and loved by Christians and everyone 

else who celebrates Christmas.

1868437140 Vuyo se fluitjie Afrikaans INT Meryl Urson Anansi 

Vuyo picked up a whistle and annoyed his mother with 

it, but the whistle helped him to find his sister who got 

lost amidst the hectic Christmas shopping.

186843267X Onmoontlike opdrag, Die Afrikaans INT Kathleen Arnott Anansi 

The king commands a blacksmith to make a living man 

out of iron or he would lose his life. But a friend knows 

how to solve the dilemma. 



1868437035 Waarom die maan groter en kleiner word Afrikaans FOU Kathleen Arnott Anansi 

An African folktale from the days when the moon was a 

fat woman with a huge round body. She helped a 

hungry woman and got smaller and smaller in the 

process until the people undertook to look after those 

who are hungry.

1868430502 Rooi draad, Die Afrikaans INT Ed Young Anansi 

A matchmaker reveals to Wei Gu who his wife will be. 

The old man explains that at birth, couples are bound 

together by a red thread that cannot be broken. But 

Wei’s chosen mate, still an infant, is not to his liking. 

Wei orders a servant to kill the child, but in the end, fate 

cannot be thwarted.

0947454446 Hansie en Grietjie Afrikaans INT Rika Lesser Anansi 
Zelinsky's oil paintings give a new meaning to the well-

known and beloved fairy tale.

1868435032 Wyse Oumatjie, die Afrikaans INT Yoshiko Uchida Anansi 

A dramatic Japanese folktale that tells the story of a 

cruel overlord and a young farmer's elderly mother. The 

overlord threatens to destroy the farmer's village unless 

the young lord can perform three seemingly impossible 

tasks. 

094745473X En dit nogal alles in Bosbessiestraat Afrikaans INT Dr. Seuss Anansi 

Mulberry Street has nothing much on it besides a horse 

and a wagon. But why settle for such an ordinary sight? 

Young Marco uses his vivid imagination to transform the 

horse into a zebra. But then the cart doesn't seem grand 

enough, so he turns it into a chariot. With his 

imagination off and running, the zebra and cart 

transform into a reindeer in charge of a sled, then an 

elephant towing along a brass band. This is just the 

beginning of the events on the otherwise dull Mulberry 

Street.

1868435172 Kinta se lied Afrikaans INT Cheryl Scott Anansi 

Kinta's mother is dead and the sadness lies deep in her. 

She has to follow the Southeast wind, which shows her 

beautiful things so that she can get a song in her heart 

again.



1868435075 Weggesteek in die sand Afrikaans INT Margaret Hodges Anansi 

In a Buddhist tale from The Jakata, a young boy 

traveling with his father's trading caravan through the 

desert saves the entire group from certain death 

because of his abilities to find water in the parched 

wilderness.

0947454195 Slim Uiltjie, Die Afrikaans FOU Reiner Zimnik Anansi 

The owl has a secret place and very few people know 

about its existence. He watches everything and 

everyone and therefore he is the only one who knows 

about the outbreak of fire. These exciting events and 

the unusual hero enchant children all over the world.

1868437256 Strepie en Kurfie Afrikaans INT Freda Linde Anansi 

Two fantasy characters depict the age-old truth that 

each pattern in the universe consists of a line and a 

curve.

1868437280
Maraaia Prima Donna - Die verhall van 'n 

straatkat
Afrikaans INT Freda Linde Anansi 

A rhythmic, humorous story of a street cat who finds a 

home with the dogs that have always chased her.

1868434427 Afrika Stories Afrikaans INT Kathleen Arnott Anansi 
A similar collection as "Five Zulu stories" by the well-

known writer and illustrator.

0947454772 Tikki Tikki Tembo Afrikaans INT Arlene Mosel Anansi 
A well loved and amusing story why Chinese boys are 

given short and simple names.



1868431355 Vry Konyn, 'n Afrikaans FOU Nancy Willard Anansi 

Having made a plan to spend the winter with Bear 

napping in a cozy cave, Rabbit finds himself too 

energetic to sleep and decides to join the world outside.

1868434664 Waarom rotte in gate woon Afrikaans INT Kathleen Arnott Anansi 

A frog and a rat run past a lot of men to prove their 

bravery. The men give way to the frog, but the men are 

chasing the rat. That is why rats live in holes today 

where people cannot reach them. 

1868435997 Vlieer in die wind, 'n Afrikaans INT Freda Linde Anansi 

For Mum, this is a plastic bag, but for Riaan it is a kite - a 

better one than the one from the store. The book 

emphasizes the value of simplicity of sophisticated 

substitutions that are enchanting but never the same.

1868431606 Hy het opgestaan - Die Paasverhaal Afrikaans INT Elizabeth Winthrop Anansi 
An adaptation of the Bible story of Christ's Crucifixion 

and Resurrection.

0947454519 Van Hunks en die Verleier Afrikaans INT Kathleen Milne Anansi 
The old story of Van Hunks and his smoking match with 

a stranger "explains" the rug over Table Mountain.

1868436004 Waarom Nigerie se vroue lang hare het Afrikaans INT Kathleen Arnott Anansi 
The jealousy of one woman on another causes a whole 

new issue when one is pulled to her hair from a well



9781770096967 God se Droom Afrikaans FOU
Archbishop Desmond Tutu 

and Douglas Carlton Abrams
Jacana

A large-paged, welcoming picture book about all the 

Children of God in the world. In simple language, the 

text queries what we dream about and what God 

dreams about. It’s a prayer for unity and understanding, 

accepting that we speak different languages and have

different ways of talking to God. The dream has God 

“smiling like a rainbow”. Thoroughly recommended for 

children.

9781431428984 Wanda Afrikaans FOU
Sihle Nontshokweni / 

Mathabo Tlali
Jacana

Meet Wanda with her beautiful head of hair. She is 

brave and strong, but she’s unhappy because of the 

endless teasing by the boys at school. After a 

particularly hard day at school, feeling confused, forlorn 

and hopeless, Wanda’s grandmother lets her in on a few 

secrets. Through these hair secrets and stories, she 

finds the courage to face her fears and realise that her 

hair is a crown and something to be proud of. This book 

stands at the intersection of identity and beauty, 

celebrating how cultural pride is learned and passed on 

over the generations. This book encourages young 

children to love themselves for what they are born with, 

despite what society may say or think.

9781431421831 Jafta se Moeder Afrikaans FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta describes his mother by comparing her to the 

earth and nature. He starts his descriptions with sunrise 

and goes through his daily tasks until bedtime. Jafta’s 

love for his mother is present in every step of his day.

9781431421893 Jafta se Vader Afrikaans FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta’s father is coming home. He has been away for a 

very long time, but things are changing in his country 

and now he can return. Jafta will be able to tell him 

about all the things that he has missed, and Jafta’s 

father will answer questions that no one else can 

answer. There’ll be a homecoming party bigger than 

Nomsa’s wedding. Because Jafta’s father is coming 

home at last. 

9781431421770 Jafta Afrikaans FOU Hugh Lewin Jacana

Jafta, a young boy growing up in Africa, describes some 

of his everyday feelings by comparing his actions to 

those of various African animals. The book is filled with 

rich illustrations and clever similes to explain all sorts of 

feelings and actions. 



9781431428892 Hoesit! Thoko Afrikaans INT Niki Daly Jacana

Thoko skips through life, leaving behind a trail of 

laughter and a few frowns. Your favourite friend is here 

again to take you on four new and fun adventures. Niki 

Daly makes reading about life as a kid entertaining and 

realistic with his much-loved local heroine

9781485628316 Die Lekkerste Ete Ooit! Afrikaans FOU Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Mama is away, and big-sis Siziwe has been left in charge 

of her little brothers and sisters - and Sango-the-dog. 

But as night falls over Gugulethu, the children are 

hungry and there is nothing to eat.  Siziwe knows it's her 

responsibility to make a plan, but what can she do with 

no money, no food and no adult to help?  This touching 

story shares a message of faith during adversity and the 

creative power of hope.

9781919876511 Pragtige Debo Afrikaans FOU
Béatrice Lalinon Gbado and 

Ponce E. Kokou Zannou
New Africa Books

Two little girls are fascinated by a beautiful woman they 

meet at a market. They want to be just like her. But 

what is her secret?

9781869284299 Kan jy? Afrikaans ECD Carole Bloch New Africa Books

Can you? is a brightly illustrated, playful and joyful little 

book that will make readers of all ages smile. Its clever 

use of repetition and humour as well as it’s focus on the 

familiar will get young children moving and reading!

9781869280673 Dapper Katjie Afrikaans FOU Mzamo Maqeba New Africa Books

Ra-Cat so much wanted to go to school. He knew he 

would make lots of friends there. But Mom had been 

drinking from those bottles again. Would that stop Ra-

Cat from making new friends? 

9781869280789 Pappa Slak Afrikaans FOU Xolisa Guzula David Philip Publishers

Rabbit and Father Snail are alone at home. What will 

the two of them get up to before Mama Sele returns 

from work? 



9781869280567 Die Kleur van Liefde Afrikaans FOU Ntombizanele Nkence David Philip Publishers

Life in the bush can be very lonely, Even for Leon, the 

proud young lion king, but he quickly learns that 

goodness and kidness can earn you a friend for life. 

9781869284619 Lindiwe, ons held! Afrikaans FOU Michelle Schwartz David Philip Publishers

Tomas and Anneke came to stay at Makhulu's Bed and 

Breakfast. Everything was fine until Tomas lost his 

wallet. Lindiwe wanted to help find it, but everyome 

told her she was too young. They searched and couldn't 

find it. Lindiwe also searched… till she found the wallet. 

9781919876474 Louba die sokkerspelertjie Afrikaans FOU Sanodji Yombel Abiathar New Africa Books

Louba lives in a part of N'Djamena called Doumpa. Life 

there is not always easy, but he has his friends, his 

soccer and his dream…

9781919876719 Oe! En Aa! Afrikaans FOU Jean Mbonyi David Philip Publishers

Once, a very old king needed a successor to his throne, 

so he set his people a puzzling task - to bring him an 

"oh!" and an "ah!". A clever young fellow settled in the 

kingdom, and he knew just where to find an "oh!" and 

an "ah!".

9781919876818 Sterre op die Duine Afrikaans FOU Reviva Schermbrucker New Africa Books

A troop of colourful stars once ruled a corner of the sky. 

They thought they were better than the white stars and 

boasted loudly all night. Finally, the white stars could 

stand it no longer. What happened when the colourful 

stars were forced to leave the sky and land on earth’s 

dry, dusty sand?

9781869281113 Die Skaduwee Afrikaans FOU Thembinkosi Kohli New Africa Books

What do you do when a big, scary stranger follows your 

every move? Where do you hide? Can you ever really 

get away from the frightening gaint?



9781919876498 Wanneer ek groot is Afrikaans FOU Cyprien K.M. Akuete David Philip Publishers

This little boy wants to grow up really fast. He tells us 

why he wants to be a grown up, and what he plans to do 

make the world a better place. 

9781485601500 Die Vreemdeling en sy Fluit Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

In a land far, far away, a long time ago, a certain town 

was suddenly beset by a plague of mice. And all were 

scared of nothing and no one. These mice chased dogs 

and frightened cats and made them scuttle off, tails 

between their legs! The townspeople called a meeting. 

To the mayor, they said “ We elected you to help us 

solve our problems. Come on, then! Help us solve this 

problem before it is too late!” They did not pay him to 

grow fat and do nothing ... 

9781485601562 Die Vrou op die Maan Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Long ago, the people of Gwadana lived simple, but 

happy, lives. They had found the secret of happiness. 

Their lives were very, very orderly. No one broke the 

rules. There were no police and no jails in that village. 

There were rules for just about anything and everything 

you care to think of, and everybody knew those rules 

well. Yes, they knew the rules very, very well indeed and 

happily obeyed them all. Until one day ... 

9781485620068 Vandag, Plant ons 'n Hoofman Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Nyaniso hates Sunday School. He knows all the Bible 

stories the Sunday School teacher tells them. He heard 

those stories long before he was big enough to go to 

Sunday School. Heard them from Makhulu, and many 

more stories besides. He has attended Sunday School 

for many, many years and heard those stories over and 

over again. He used to like them. Used to like going to 

Sunday School, too. Then Lunga came. 

9781485601548 Buhle, die veelkleurige kalf Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Soyiso was a lively little boy. Every morning he took his 

father’s cattle to the veld. He loved his father and he 

loved the cattle he minded for him. One day, while he 

was watching the cattle, he suddenly noticed  strange 

calf among his cattle. And what a beautiful calf it was! 

This calf looked like no calf Soyiso had ever seen 

before……



9781485061463 Sterker as Leeu Afrikaans INT Sindiwe Magona David Philip Publishers

Once upon a time, the animals of the jungle decided a 

meeting was long overdue. This was to be no ordinary 

meeting and it was extremely important that each and 

every animal attend. So the day, time, and place was 

set. All the animals were invited to attend. All except 

Lion.

9781869285739 Die Avonture van Pinocchio Afrikaans INT Xolisa Guzula New Africa Books

The story of Pinocchio's adventures is well known to 

children across the world. This thoughtful adaptation 

ensures a distinctly South African flavour. Pinocchio 

stays the night in a remote village, the bones are thrown 

when he is given a consultation by three wise men, and 

Locus replaces the Cricket as his conscience and 

traveling companion.

9781485626954 Ek is aarde Afrikaans FOU Thembinkosi Kohli David Philip Publishers

In this exciting new children’s book, Thembinkosi Kohli’s 

illustrations encourage young readers to connect with 

the world they live in. His bright and cheerful images, 

which are accompanied by short bursts of text, explain 

in an easy to understand visual language not only our 

connection to the earth as human beings but its 

importance in our everyday lives. This story is a great 

read for the whole family, especially children aged 

between 4 – 8 years old.

9781485626848 Ek is water Afrikaans FOU Thembinkosi Kohli David Philip Publishers

In this exciting new children’s book, Thembinkosi Kohli’s 

illustrations encourage young readers to connect with 

the world they live in. His bright and cheerful images, 

which are accompanied by short bursts of text, explain 

in an easy to understand visual language not only the 

importance of water for the world but its uses in our 

everyday lives. This story is a great read for the whole 

family, especially children aged 4 – 8 years old.

9781485627906 Die meisie sonder woorde Afrikaans INT Buhle Ngaba David Philip Publishers

As an act of restoring power and agency to young black 

girls in South Africa, this is a story about a voiceless girl 

of colour in search of a sound of her own. It provides a 

catalyst to remind young readers of the power of the 

sounds trapped inside them.



9781928497196 Waar is Lulu? Afrikaans FOU Clyde Beech Book Dash Where is Lulu and why is she hidding away….

9781920271978 Leer skryf - Eerste Woorde Afrikaans ECD Priddy Books

With over 100 first words to write, this book will be a 

great introduction to help your child practice letter and 

word writing

9781920162634 Leer skryf - Syfers Afrikaans ECD Priddy Books
This fantastic cleanable cardboard book will help your 

child to count and help them learn to write numbers


